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A bstract
Dayna S. Smith, M S. May 2005 Recreation M anagement
Examining the Social Acceptability of Restoration and M anagement a t Silver 
Creek:
A Professional Paper
C hairperson: Steve McCool
With the rising popularity of management practices such as ecosystem management and 
riparian restoration, which require large areas of land to be managed as complete 
ecosystems, there is a need for increased teamwork among governmental agencies, local 
communities, and individual stakeholders. The reason for this is that often these areas 
cross boundaries of land ownership and land use type.
Whereas the implementation and success of riparian restoration projects are partially 
biological issues, they are fundamentally social issues because the determination that 
restoration is necessary is based on human interests, and the determination that 
restoration is necessary and beneficial is largely an issue of human values and 
perceptions (Patterson, McCool, and Schwaller 2001).
At Silver Creek in central Idaho, multiple boundaries and diverse stakeholders create 
tension while setting goals and implementing projects. In addition, both the impact of 
ranching and the increase in visitors have had dramatic impacts on the ecological health 
of the area. Many people view these impacts as unacceptable and want to restore the 
landscape to its pre-impacted state. Restoration and exotic species management in the 
area have become a major focus of the land managers, but the social dimensions o f these 
problems have not been explored adequately.
One problem at Silver Creek is that diere has been little attempt to come to common 
ground on the goals for the area. Collaboration was attempted, but a lot of issues were 
left out, and many people did not get to voice their concerns. It is my belief that the 
acceptability o f restoration practices and the degree to which people feel they are part of 
the planning process will directly reflect the success of restoration efforts. Therefore, the 
purpose of this paper is to answer the questions: “Are restoration practices at Silver Creek 
socially acceptable to the local, active users at Silver Creek and do the restoration 
practices more accurately reflect the goals and vzdues o f the locals or the goals and values 
o f the organizations of authority?”
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Chapter One: Introduction and Problem Statement
There are many ways to go about understanding the role o f communities and 
conservation. Understanding how communities are affected by and effect management 
decisions regarding natural resources is important ^ e n  investigating natural resource 
management because these decisions are not simply scientific decisions but rather are a 
combination o f social, political, economic, and scientific elements. In this paper, I use 
Silver Creek in central Idaho as a case study in better understanding the acceptability o f 
certain natural resource management actions, namely restoration. Restoration is used as a 
tool in this paper to open the doors of communication with people o f the area, understand 
the relationships o f the people with one another and the environment, to understand the 
acceptability o f resource management and the organizations responsible for management, 
and then to develop reconunendations on how to use this sort o f information about 
relationships to the land, to one another, and to organizations, to inform decision making 
and management Restoration was chosen as a focal point because it is at the foiefiront of 
natural resource management today. I will first give a background o f restoration and 
different environmental philosophies, explain the importance of Silver Creek as a case 
study. Then I will analyze the interviews 1 conducted on restoration topics with the local 
people of the area and use this analysis to develop conclusions and recommendations.
Human Activity and the Decision of Restoration
Human activity creates a wide range o f impacts on the landscE^e. Agriculture, 
ranching, development, transportation, recreation— all o f these activities influence the
Amction and structure o f natural ecosystems. This human activity physically restructures 
and re-arranges the landscape, changes the character o f the landscape, and contributes to 
the introduction of exotic species to ecosystems. These impacts contribute to the 
degradation and reduction o f the ecological potential o f these areas. And, recently, 
because o f the degradation of our natural landscapes, we have seen a growing interest in 
restoring these landsci^ies to a  ̂ closer s^roxim ation o f its [their] condition prior to 
disturbance.” (NRC 1992)
Human activities can cause degradations or changes in the landscape on various 
levels. Human activity around riparian areas, however, are often most damaging because 
o f the sensitive nature o f the ecological systems found in and around riparian areas. 
Human uses in riparian areas have “caused major alterations in the dynamic equilibrium 
in riparian areas. This use has led to extensive destabilization, accelerated erosion, and 
the ultimate loss o f many historic riparian ecosystems and their associated values” (BLM 
2001). While the impacts around riparian areas are substantial, we have the potential to 
control these negative impacts, and in some cases, repair the damage. “In riparian areas, 
these impacts are oftoi the most impacting, yet the most readily controllable” (BLM 
2001). In addition, riparian areas are often areas of h i^  productivity and central to the 
habitat and food needs o f many species. And, because riparian areas are central to the 
health o f ecosystems, riparian issues often act as a surrogate for many other resource 
management issues.
Restoration
The increased interest in restoring impacted areas has led to some debate about 
the actual definition o f restoration. For the pmpose o f this p^>er, I will use the one 
proposed by Kauffinan (1997): **the re-establishment o f processes, functions, and related 
biological, chanieal, and i^ysical linkages between aquatic and associated riparian 
ecosystems; it is the repairing of damages caused by human activity”(p. 12). This 
definition reflects the generally agreed on purpose o f restoration— to fix the damage 
people have caused to pre-existing, ^natural’ ecosystems. Although much debate exists 
atxnit i^ ia t is natural and Wxat is considered damage, for the purpose o f this pgper, I will 
reflect on restoration based on this definition.
Whereas the idea o f restoration is often driven by concerns with protecting 
biodiversity, it is fundamentally a social issue because the determination that restoration 
is necessary is largely an issue o f human values and perceptions. The growing interest in 
restoration is a reflection o f the view that some human impacts are unacceptable and that 
there is a need to return the landscape to ‘the way it was.’ This growing interest in 
restoration is present both on the large scale at the organization and agency level, and on 
smaller scales by local residents and concerned citizens. Sometimes the differing 
definitions of restoration and specific management ideas as to what particular time period 
the land is being restored to leads to tension between the ‘experts’ (usually scientists and 
governing agencies) and the ‘non-experts’ (non-scientist residents and citizens). This 
could be attributed to a lack o f com m unication betweai the experts and non- experts 
about the goal o f the restoration work. For example, in the Chicago Wilderness Project, 
citizens (non-experts) were told by the project coordinators (experts) that the trees in their 
neighborhoods were not natives o f the area and therefore, in order for the area to be
‘restored’, the trees had to be removed and replaced by the native grassland historically 
present in the area (Gobster 1997). The people o f the area valued their trees, however, 
and were not impressed by the experts who came in and told them which nature to value. 
Conflict as a result o f the ‘right’ nature to value is sununarized by Helford (2000) who 
writes, “The everyday practice of restoration does not establish for the restorationist an 
ideological framework for recognizing whose views o f nature count and whose don’t” 
(Helford in Gobster et al. p. 127). Because the nature of restoration and the specific 
practices involved in restoration areas are debatable and often unclear, conflict among 
stakeholders is not uncommon.
Specific Restoration Actions
Conflict sometimes arises firom the specific restoration technique employed. 
Specific restoration actions and practices require vastly different engineering techniques 
and restructuring o f the land. These practices are acceptable based on people’s ideas of 
what the landscape should be like. In other words, in order for the project to be 
successful, people need to support the specific restoration actions. There are three main 
elements that need to be present in order for restoration projects to be successful. The 
first one is support This means the project has internal and external support. This means 
political support, agency or organizational support, and local support The second 
necessary element is capacity. The manpower, staff, economic means, and information, 
need to be present and available. The third element is value. The projects need to have 
value for those people involved and value for the people who will interact with the
restored landscsq^e. Value directly relates to the goals people have for a particular area 
(Lewis 2003).
The types of restoration efforts that are acceptable are related to particular goals
that people have for an area. There is a  wide variety o f restoration practices, varying from
extensive re-woridng of the landscs^ to simply retiring the landscape from human use
and letting it ^return to nature.’ However, in any restoration project, the three elements
mentioned above—value, support, and capacity— are constantly interacting and
overlapping. For example, extensive reworking o f the land requires heavy manpower and
strong financial and political support At the other end of the restoration spectrum,
retiring the landscape fix>m human use and returning it to nature’ is often equally
intensive. As Minteer (2003) observes:
The vision o f a restored habitat becoming self-perpetuating, returned to the 
balance it once exhibited, is deeply misleading... any landscape, including 
wilderness, will be a managed one because humans will have to work constantly 
to sustain its ecological integrity (p. 53).
With increases in invasive species, pollutants, and changes in sediment loads, we 
will always be managing the landscape to a certain degree if  we choose to return it to 'the 
way it was.’ This requires managers to work with the local communities and establish 
communication links and common goals. Ultimately, this is important because of the 
interconnectedness o f issues (and the connectedness o f support, capacity, and value) in 
restoration projects and the long-term time commitment required.
Because o f the many elements necessary for restoration, mentioned in the above 
paragraphs, ““good” restoration requires an expanded view that includes historical, 
social, cultural, political, aesthetic, and moral aspects” (Higgs 1994: 338). To reiterate, 
whereas the implementation and success of riparian restoration projects are partially
biological issues, they are also fundamentally social in character because the 
determination that restoration is necessary is based on human interests, and the 
determination that restoration is necessary and beneficial is largely an issue o f human 
values and perceptions (Patterson, McCool, and Schwaller 2001). And because o f the 
importance o f human values and perceptions, it is important to look at the political and 
social drivers o f restoration projects as well as the biological drivers.
Values in Restoration
As we begin to determine how human values and perceptions influence the need 
and acceptability o f restoration, we need to call into question whose values are being 
reflected and prioritized. Historically in the U.S., starting in the early 1900 s, natural 
resource agencies have been directed by the Progressive Era ideology that experts 
(mainly scientists) should determine the best use for natural resources. In the 1960s, with 
an increase in public interest in management decisions, public education and input 
became part o f agency process. However, many people would argue, the historic trend of 
agencies and scientists deciding whether restoration is necessary, and if so to what extent, 
is the dominant motivator for agency decision making processes. Public iiq)ut typically is 
not effectively utilized in decision making processes. The agencies responsible for 
restoration policy implementation, such as the Forest Service, the National Park Service, 
BLM, and Fish and Wildlife are “social and political institutions with their own sets of 
values and vested interests^ and this is directly reflected in their management decisions— 
the Forest Service as a logging interest, the Park Service as a preservation and recreation 
interest, the BLM as a mining and grazing interest, etc. (Mangun and Henning 1999:
329). These underlying characteristics are generally reflected in their management goals,
regardless o f community iiq>ut and collaboration. 1 will argue in subsequent paragraphs
that this ^agency personality’ is also common in non governmental organizations such as
The Nature Conservancy (TNG).
The shift from expert-based management to more comprehensive management
such as ecosystem management* and community-based conservation", has led to an over
all change in the role goals and values play in natural resource management. As Mangun
and Henning (1999) note:
the change in management in the past 30 years from ‘‘discrete land management 
decisions, to a broader, all-encompassing ecosystem approach, have required the 
agencies to consider more variables vdien maldng a decision. Ecosystem 
management requires the decision maker to identify the stakeholders and involve 
th^n  in the development o f action plans. This cooperation fosters a more positive 
relationship between the federal government and the private sector, and it also 
provides greater opportunities for problem resolution through the pooling o f 
resources and the reduction of hostilities (p. 330).
With the rising popularity o f management practices such as ecosystem
management and riparian restoration, ^hich require large areas o f land to be managed as
complete ecosystems, there is a need for increased teamwork among governmental
agencies, local communities, and individual stakeholders. Ecosystem management
together with changes in agency and organizational structure over the past several years,
have created positive changes in policy implementation that includes public input,
increasing teamwork among agencies, and the creation of partnerships between private,
public, and government players. And, as Gobster (2002) notes, “The ultimate success [of
restoration projects] and management in urban and wildland areas will rely on how
diverse values o f humans and nature are integrated with one another^ (p.204). In order
for us to integrate these values together, we must first learn what values are held by who, 
and why.
The Issues at Silver Creek
All o f the above issues are repiesented in the uncertainty o f restoration and 
management at Silver Creek, a small spring fed creek in central Idaho. Silver Creek 
harbors a globally unique high-desert cold-springs aquatic community, a rare fiish species 
(the Wood River sculpin)and a diverse assemblage of riparian and wetland communities. 
It jKovides habitat for a high diversity o f birds, is surrounded by agricultural land, has 
diverse property ownership surrounding the creek, and is a legendary trout fishing stream 
made fiunous by Hemingway and its notoriously hard- to- catch trout Over the past 29 
years, the Nature Conservancy has worked with its partners (Idaho Fish & Game, BLM, 
DEQ, private landowners, etc.) to protect over 9,000 acres within the watershed, 
including an 882-acre preserve, and over 30 miles o f Silver Creek and its tributaries 
(TNC 2002). Silver Creek is surrounded by intensive agricultural and ranching lands, and 
the impacts of such uses combined with recreational uses, have contributed to the loss 
and degradation of riparian habitat, increased sedimentation, introduction o f non-native 
species, and dramatic changes in the hydrologie regime. According to a 1996 report by 
foe Natural Resources Conservation Service, o f foe 40 miles o f tributary streams that 
form Silver Creek, only 33% (approximately 13 miles) were found to have native 
representation of riparian shrub cover (NRCS 1996). Shade provided by native riparian 
shrubs also protects foe trout fishery which is firequented by thousands of anglers every 
year.
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Not only do the users cause traffic impacts along the creek banks, they bring with 
them hitchhikers in the form o f invasive species. Recently, the New Zealand Mod Snail 
(NZMS) was found at Silver Creek. The NZMS is an exotic snail species that comes fix>m 
New Zealand. It feeds on aquatic algae with great efficiency and vigor, the same aquatic 
algae that native insects rely on for food. To date, the best-known way to combat the 
exotic N 2 ^ S  is by repairing riparian areas that have been degraded 6om  past use into 
their ‘prime’ conditions and to maintain existing areas o f high écologie integrity. The 
theory behind restoration in this instance is that by repairing the degraded riparian areas, 
native species will flourish and out- compete the exotic NZMS. Questions about how to 
manage Silver Creek, particularly regarding restoring degraded areas and the recent 
discovery o f New Zealand Mud Snail (NZMS) are at the forefront of the agendas of 
managers (TNC and Fish and Game) and locals alike (Davidson 2003).
Research Question
This brings me to the specific research question, how do people value Silver 
Creek? By understanding how people value areas, we are more able to understand the 
degree and type o f attachments people have to an area. This is important in management 
decisions because as public resources, management decisions should reflect the values of 
the stakdiolders. Although the Silver Creek Preserve is technically private land, and 
much of the land around the area is private, 1 would argue that the preserve and the 
conservation easements are beneficial to the public, therefore, the challenges at Silver 
Creek are the challenges of public natural resources. Because of this new urgency for 
restoration at Silver Creek arising fix>m the presence o f the NZMS in combination with
the questions that arise when values inform natural resource decisions, the purpose of this 
papa  is to answer tiie questions: “Are restoration practices socially acceptable to the 
local, active users at Silver Creek and do the restoration practices more accurately reflect 
the goals and values o f the locals or the goals and values o f the management 
nrpan iT atinng?”
In order to address these questions, I investigated the following: 1) To understand 
the relationship o f people to each other (stakeholders), to understand their relationship to 
Silver Creek, 2) to understand the goals and values o f both locals and organizations, 3) to 
understand what restoration practices are socially acceptable, and 4) to develop 
recommendations for the agencies on how to facilitate a more effective management 
effort
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Chapter Two: Literature Review and Conceptual Framework
The puipose o f this literature review is to provide a fiamewoik for examining the 
values, attitudes, and goals related to restoration planning and implementation at Silver 
Creek. Because restoration is a multi-disciplinary activity where natural sciences meet 
social sciences (Westfall 1995), successful restoration is a process of combining science, 
social values, and management practices and moving from goals into action. Therefore, 
the framework needed to examine the social acceptability o f restoration encompasses the 
social, political, and natural sciences. Restoration in this context will be used as a vehicle 
to understand the overall management of the area.
* Wicked’ Problems
Many o f the problems we are tackling as natural resource managers are ‘wicked’ 
problems fliat include ‘intangible’ values (Mangun and Henning 1999). As described by 
Mangun and Henning (1999), “Intangible values include psychological and indirect 
benefits associated with aesthetic and other aspects o f the natural environment that 
contribute greatly to the quality o f human life.” And, a wicked problem is described as a 
problem that is “rooted not in natural systems, but in social systems and values” 
(Patterson & Williams 1998: 282). Furthermore, a ‘wicked’ problem “concerns an 
assemblage o f resources combined with effective demands in ways that are unique in 
time and space”, and are “problems that do not necessarily deal with systems where 
inputs, outputs, and intermediate actions or reactions occur in a scientifically predictable 
manner” (Allen and Gould 1986:22). Patterson and Williams (1998) go onto say, “In
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contrast to independent and fragmented problems (scientifrc problems), managers 
manage **messes  ̂(p. 282). Messes are complex and dynamic situations o f changing  and 
interdependent problems. And, as a consequence, there is a discrepancy between the 
problems that scientists try to answer and the problems that managers must address^ 
(Patterson & Williams 1998:282). At Silver Creek, this is much the case as the questions 
managers are trying to address are not always the questions scientists are trying to 
answer.
The Nature Conservancy
Because The Nature Conservancy is intimately tied with Silver Creek both 
through owning a large parcel o f land adjacent to the creek and through the perception of 
Silver Creek as a world class fishery and a Nature Conservancy gem, it is important to 
understand the mission and objectives o f TNC as an organization. And because every 
agency and organization has its own distinct character which is reflective o f how it 
flames problems and the solutions, it is important to understand the character and history 
o f The Nature Conservancy in order to adequately examine how they incorporate and 
understand local values into their decision making.
The Nature Conservancy (TNC) was established in 1951 by a group o f scientists 
and engineers as an ^alliance between scientists and business” (Cooper 1996:239). In 
the 1960’s and 1970*s, with a rise in environmental conscience and the emergence of 
many environmental groups, TN C s ^proached conservation in a business oriented 
manner, setting itself apart fiom many environmental organizations. It emphasized 
working cooperatively with business and government instead of confirontationally. For
12
instance, instead of taking its cause through the courts, TNC opted to 'look  less to the 
heavy- handed governmental regulation... and more to market-like mechanisms to 
achieve their ends” (Cooper 1996; 240). So, instead o f approaching environmental 
problems through litigation, it developed a fundraising and marketing system in order to 
buy parcels o f ecologically significant private land.
The founders o f The Nature Conservancy saw the main environmental problem as 
one o f a loss of diversity of species and decided the best way to combat the problem was 
to buy parcels o f biologically rich land and preserve theuL The Nature Conservancy has a 
mission “to preserve plants, animals, and natural communities that represent the diversity 
o f life on Earth by protecting the lands and waters they need to survive” (TNC 2001). It 
does this largely by working with landowners, large donors, and agencies to buy parcels 
o f  ̂ vironm entally 'important’ land, exchange land, arrange conservation easements, 
influence agency management decisions, and create partnerships among the stakeholders 
that encourage more protective stewardship of the landscapes. It advocates, “Saving the 
last Great Places” and work both nationally and internationally with an overriding goal o f 
preserving at least ten percent o f what is left o f the worlds 'great’ places.
The N ature Conservancy a t Silver Creek
Much like the governmental agencies formed to manage natural resources; 
environmental organizations develop specific missions and goals that reflect their 
concerns and objectives. TNC has a distinct way it defines the problems and focuses its 
concerns and that is a reflection the values and commitments of the organization. Along 
with defining mission statements, each environmental organization develops rhetorical
13
strategies specific to that mission to promote its cause and persuade others to join the 
cause. This organizational character is e^lained  by Wilshusen et al. (2003), 
^Organizations are key actors in the process [of linking conservation and development] 
but they develop their own cultures and possess inherent weaknesses that define and limit 
their goals, strategies, and performance” (p. 19). The mission statements, problem 
definition, rhetorical tactics, and the solutions offered by organizations can be analyzed in 
order to understand more thoroughly i^ e re  the organization comes fi*om and what their 
weaknesses are, how their values are formed, how easy they adapt to changes and 
criticism, and how they respond to controversy. The communication of their problem 
statement and problem solving methods to the public helps us to understand how 
environmental movements are shaped, the underlying commitments, and the social forces 
at work in the formation o f values and action. Analyzing their cotmnunlcation can help 
to:
...deepen and enrich our understanding of the problems we struggle 
to solve, by helping us see the unexamined, sometimes contradictory, 
assumptions at the cote o f our own b elief—assumptions that can 
distract us and defeat us if  we embrace or act on them unthinkingly 
(Cronon 1996:26).
This is particularly relevant when we approach environmental issues because 
often our actions and attitudes are partially a reflection of underlying social forces. The 
reflections o f these social forces in our approach to environmental problems may be 
unintentional and unconscious but can be both limiting and empowering.
The Silver Creek Preserve (SCP) is a classic example of TNC’s conservation 
strategy. In 1975, it raised $500,000 to buy approximately 500 acres around Silver 
Creek, one of the largest fundraising efforts to date. Since then, it has purchased roughly
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380 additional acres and completed over 9,000 acres of conservation easements in the 
area. Because conservation easements are done in perpetuity, the open spaces o f Silver 
Creek are preserved for generations to come, largely due to the partnerships formed by 
TNC and adjacent landowners to Silver Creek.
Although The Nature Conservancy began as a purely preservation-oriented
organization, reflective in its use of conservation easements, it has altered its strategies
and goals incrementally through the years as it responds to changing values (both within
the organization and in the public) and increasing challenges. As it notes in one on-line
policy statement (2004):
We initially used land acquisition to preserve wild nature”, the organizations 
statement o f purpose in the 1950s and 1960s. But as the Conservancy expanded 
over the years as increasing threats to natural lands œ ated  even more demand 
for action, the organization tightened its focus and expanded the array of tools 
it used to adiieve lasting conservation results twww.nature.orgV
Some o f these new tools include conservation easements and community based programs
which provide protection for parcels o f land but still allow for certain uses such as
ranching and farming or traditional uses—the specifics o f these programs vary greatly
from one project to the next and are referred to as ^Conservation by Design.' Although it
acknowledges the need for innovative practices in conservation and have been
implementing new ideas into its strategy, the underlying focus of its work remains
preservation. As Wilhusen et al (2003) notes about the formulation o f protected areas
TN C is known for, ^Although protected areas play a fundamental role in m aintaining
biological diversity and ecological integrity, their creation and management tend to
reflect the political envirorunental in v ^ c h  they are imbedded” (p. 5). It is important to
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recognize that TNC as a primarily biodiversity concerned organization is still largely
influenced by politics and social systems.
Preservation, similar to that employed by TNC, in its most basic form has been
promoted for a hundred years in the wilderness movement, and the idea o f combining
science and business is reminiscent of Gifford Pinchot’s forestry policy during the
Progressive era. Both o f these movements—wilderness and forest management—are
widely criticized for being elitist because they largely reflect wealthy, elite, European
values. As Deluca and Demo (2000) observe, ^The construction o f pristine wilderness as
nature, largely the product o f an urban, upper-class, white, industrialized cultural
formation, marginalized other cultures' visions o f nature and human-nature relations,
most obviously those o f Native Americans” (p. 257). The origination of underlying
assumptions is important because it tells us a  lot about the context in which these
organizations developed and can help in understanding their view of how man and nature
should interact. Wilshusen et al. (2003) uses paries as an example but given the
similarities o f parks with TNC preserves, I find this a useful comparison:
Although protected areas play a fundamental role in maintaining biological 
diversity and ecological integrity, their creation and management tend to reflect 
the political environment in which they are embedded. We find that the history o f 
nature protection and parks often emerges out o f colonial and authoritarian rule as 
instruments of natural resources control (p. 5).
The construction o f nature in America's history aided in creating an 
environmental movement that until recently was mainly concerned with preserving and 
protecting ‘pristine' nature from human impacts. However, many people believe there 
really is no such thing as ‘pristine' nature as Cronon (1996) explains, “it [nature] is a 
profoundly human construction” (p.25) because “our ways of thinking about the natural
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world are powerfully shaped for our time, our place, and our culture” (p.35). It is 
important to understand tiie perspective o f TNC in this case study because the way they 
manage the land is a reflection o f its underlying assumptions about people’s role in the 
natural world. One important difference between the pure preservation mentality and 
TNC is that The Nature Conservancy does embrace some human use in some o f the 
places it protects, such as recreation and some extractive uses. The Nature Conservancy 
is growing and adjusting while continuing to set aside lands for conservation, to create 
partnerships, and to develop innovative ways to incorporate conservation into the 
changing world (www.nature.org).
Social Acceptability
Social acceptability is defined by Brunson (1996) as: “a condition that results 
fi-om a judgmental process by which individuals compare the perceived reality with its 
known alternatives and decide whether the ‘reaT condition is superior, or sufficiently 
similar, to the most ̂ voiable alternative condition” (p.9). Social acceptability is a 
judgm ent that people make based on a range o f criteria about alternative conditions to 
present conditions. An exact definition o f social acceptability that fits all situations is 
inappropriate because social acceptability is heavily influenced by the context and often 
evolves in response to a set o f  unique factors (Schindler et al. 2002). The concept o f 
social acceptability and the importance o f context is further explained by McCool and 
Freimund (2001):
Public lands exist because o f a social commitment to protection and management 
to meet broad conservation and economic development goals. Public land 
management occurs within the context o f extensive, continuing debate about
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goals o f m anagem ^t and management techniques. Since the public in the broad 
sense provides the funding for management, its perceptions and concepts o f 
acceptable actions are critical components o f restoration planning. Processes that 
encourage broad discussions emphasize multiple perceptions and meanings, and 
invite deliberation that may have a higher potential for success (p. 287).
In order for a  project or policy to be socially acceptable, it must include three
main elements (Schindler et al.2002). First, it must be physically possible. The plans
and actions must be con^stent w hh ecological processes and functions, and
simultaneously have a manageable scope. Secondly, the practices must be economically
viable. The project must have financial backing and be viewed as not excessively costly
to the community. Basically, the benefits must outweigh the costs. Third, the project or
practice must be culturally adaptable. That is, it must be consistent with existing norms,
values, and social customs (Schindler et al. 2002). These criteria for social acceptability
are sqipropriate in the case o f Silver Creek because, according to TNG o f Idaho— science,
economics, and community goals— these are the main driving forces and influences on
management. And, as Stankey (in press) notes o f these criteria:
Each criterion—physically possible, economically gainful, socially acceptable—  
constrains the others; i.e., a practice cannot persist if  it lacks any o f the three 
conditions. A  policy lacking broad public understanding and siqiport cannot be 
sustained, irrespective o f its scientific rigor or economic benefits; conversely, a 
policy with public support is nonetheless doomed if  scientifically unsound or if  
costs outweigh benefit (Stankey, in press) .
The three elements o f social acceptability resemble the criteria laid out by Jackson 
et al. (1995) outlining the elements o f restoration projects. These are:
a. Judgment o f need. The process o f ecological restoration begins with a
judgm ent that an ecosystem is damaged by humans to the point that it w ill not 
regain its former characteristic in the near term, and that continued 
degradation may occur.
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b. An ecological approach. Ecological restoration implies that we wish to 
restore organisms and their interactions with one another and the physical 
environment.
c. Setting goals and evaluating success. Ecological restoration is a  deliberate 
intervention that requires carefully set goals and objective evaluation o f the 
success o f restoration activities.
<L Limitations o f ecological restoration. Ecological restoration in its purest sense 
is not always possible; it depends on four interrelated social and biological 
conditions: how nature is valued by society, the extent o f social commitment 
to ecological restoration, the ecological circumstances under which restoration 
is attempted, and the quality o f restorationists’ judgments about how to 
accomplish restoration (Jackson et al. p.71-74).
In comparing the elements o f social acceptability with the elements o f restoration 
projects, we see the following similarities: 1) employing an ecological ^p ro ach  reflects 
the criteria o f social acceptability o f “it must be physically possible”, 2) the judgment o f 
need, settmg goals and evaluating success, all reflect tiie criteria o f “culturally 
adaptable”, and 3) a  strong social commitment to restoration reflects whether or not the 
project would be siq>ported economically. In the end, social acceptability is a reflection 
and result o f how all o f these pieces fit together, how well community members are 
informed, how much they trust the organizations involved, and how attached they are to 
the landscape and what types o f meanings are associated with these places.
Social acceptability is more than a constraint; if  a  management plan or process is 
not socially acceptable, in most circumstances, it will not be implemented. Social 
acceptability requires that the players—citizens, scientists, and managers— inform and 
educate one another, deliberate, and thereby promote mutual learning. Social 
acceptability is very important in restoration projects because o f the uncertainty o f 
outcomes. Restoration and the management o f protected areas are largely experimental 
and adaptive. In order for people to accept and support restoration projects, because o f 
the uncertainty involved, the process o f learning from successes and mistakes must be
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open and honest Learning about alternatives, values and concerns o f stakeholders, about 
the science behind the project design, about the risks, as well as the benefits and costs, 
are all important elements in the judgment formation process for all players invloved 
(Yaffee 1994),
Elements o f Social Acceptability
Because o f the local nature o f these management actions and the need for public 
involvement, if  these restoration projects are to be successful, public support for the 
accq)tance o f the projects is essential. Several factors appear to affect social 
acceptability o f restoration and management at Silver Creek. These factors have been 
divided into five main categories, although they all overlap, interact, and influence each 
other. These are: 1) personal beliefs about restoration as a reflection o f general 
environmental philosophies, including the belief that restoration may or may not 
contribute to a  better situation (the acknowledgment that there is a problem to be solved), 
2) tiie amount o f involvement people have in the decision making process, 3) peoples 
history and relationship with the landscape, 4) peoples previous experience with 
restoration projects, and, 5) tiie specific meanings and degrees o f attachment people to 
have to the place. The following paragraphs outline these factors and explain why they 
affect social acceptability o f  restoration at Silver Creek.
Personal B eliefs about Restoration as Influenced by General Environmental Awareness 
and Personal Philosophies.
There is a  wide range o f ways people relate to and view the natural world. These 
differences need to be understood when proposing restoration projects because many 
people would argue that the very idea o f nature is a human construction—varying
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th ro u ^  time, space, and region. As W illiams (1998) observes, “The very idea o f
^landscsqies’ le fm  to the symbolic en v iro n m ^  constnicled by human acts o f assigning
meaning to nature, space, or environment” (p.77). The philosophical questions in
restoration involve questions such as: W hat does restoration say about our relationship t o
nature? How do restoration philosophies, and simultaneously consavation philosophies,
reflect planning and goal setting? & ik Katz (2000) sum m arizes and explains the need t o
ask these questions:
Why is tiie restoration and management o f nature a  philosophical issue? Why, 
indeed, diould any CTvircmmental policy be a  matter o f concern tor philosophers? 
The obvious reason is that any human activity is subject to ethical analysis and 
justification—we need to see what values are promoted or retarded by particular 
policies. But even more basic than the ethical analysis is the philosophical search 
for meaning. What is the essential character o f a given human activity? What 
does it mean to say that we humans are restoring natural ecosystems? W hat are 
we doing Wien we restore the natural world? In asking these questions, I am not 
seeking a  detailed description o f the science and tetduiology o f the restoration 
process—I am seeking the philosophical meaning o f the restoration o f nature 
(p.37).
The questions listed above are imperative because tiie different philosophical 
assumptions stakeholders hold likely will affect the degree to which they think certain 
restm ation practices are accqitable, feasible, and necessary. Historically, these 
philosophies have been talked about in terms o f conservation philosophies, but in the 
following paragrtqihs the term restoration is occasionally used synonymously with 
conservation.
D iffering Environmental Philosophies
One philosophy o f conservation has largely dominated natural resource management 
through the past century in  America—the idea that there is a  sharp distinction between 
nature and people. Preservation is one manifestation o f this dualism. Preservation
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reflects that there is a “dualism that conceives nature and humankind as radically distinct 
and opposed to each othef* (Kane 1994:69). Traditionally, die theory o f preservation 
realizes that this dualism results either in complete exploitation o f nature or complete 
exclusion o f humans fiom  nature. Smne people would argue one example o f this is the 
creation o f wilderness areas and national padcs which required the separation o f Native 
Americans fix>m tiie places they once inhabited.
Erik Katz (1996-2000) criticizes restoration because he sees it as a further 
manifestation o f this dualistic philosophy. Restoration in this light is little more than a 
‘feel good* tactic and one more way for humans to dominate and control nature. Katz 
(1996) goes on to explain why this moral obligation to fix human damage is mistaken:
On a simple level, the idea o f restoration is the same kind o f “technological fix” 
that has engendered the environmental crisis- the notion that science and 
technology will repair and improve natural processes. On a deeper level, it is an 
expression o f the anfhropocentric worldview, in  which human interests sh^>e and 
redesign a comfortable natural reality. A “restored” nature is an artifiict created to 
meet human satisfaction and interests. Thus, on the most fundamental level, it is 
an unrecognized manifestation o f the insidious dream o f the human domination o f 
nature (p.90).
The argument goes on to explain that this human relationship to nature lies largely 
in  tiie distortion that there are areas v4iere humans have not influenced nature. H um an 
influence, W iether in the way o f air pollution, development, or fires, is pervasive 
everywhere in the world. So ^riiat is this ‘pristine nature* people are referring to? In 
addition, there is the fundamental argument that humans are natural, and part o f the 
naturally evolving world, and that the actions humans engage in are fundamentally 
natural (Katz 1996).
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Another philosophy o f restoration is that it is a way to care for, and repair, the 
landsc^>e and give back to nature.* From this standpoint, while restoration remains a 
human manifestation, there is the potential that restoration will 'do good* for the 
landsc£q)e, create a  stronger sense o f community, and encourage a healthier relationship 
between people and their environm ent "Partly artificial and partly natural, the restored 
landscgqie is not exactly either. It is, rather, a  landscape o f ambiguity—the very place, we 
might suppose, where established identities are challenged and v4iere relationship and 
community begin—yet a  place 'wbete it seems we have b e ^  ill equipped either to 
recognize these opportunities or to take advantage o f them** (Jordan 2000: 24).
This possibility that restoration has the potential to get a  community involved in
and taking responsibility for their landscapes, can be very powerful and influential.
Jordan (2000) eiq>lains fids:
M y idea was that co m m unity  depends on exchange—the purely economic 
exchange o f goods and services that characterize any ecological community, but 
also, at least for humans, the more perilous process o f exchanging gifis—that is, 
taking and giving back under the pretext foat the exchange is purely volunteer and 
fiee o f  self in t^ e s t W ithout this—in fact, without both kinds o f exchange—there 
can be no community. Furthermore, restoration is—or at least can be—our gift 
back to nature” (p.25).
This philosophy o f restoration can be empowering and stimulating, not only ecologically,
but socially and culturally as well.
I f  citizens perceive human impacts as problems that need attention and that can be
solved by further human intervention, there is an acknowledgement that restoration will
provide a 'better* outcome than what is existing. The diftering philosophies people hold
regarding the environment, and restoration, will reflect foe amount and degree o f siqyport
for restoration projects. I f  people believe humans should be separate fi*om nature, they
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may not believe in the restoration process or support i t  If  people believe the process o f 
restoration is positive both for foe environment and foe com m unities involved, and will 
result in a  better situation, they are more likely to support restoration efforts.
Degree o f Involvem ent in the D ecision M aking Process.
The degree to which (including when) people are involved in the decision making 
process greatly influences foe acceptability o f m anagem ^t decisions. Involving local 
people in the process gives them a stake in its success or failure. In order to support 
restoration projects, people need to feel foeir voices are being heard and considered. Do 
foe local people trust that the agencies are looking out for their best interest? Top-down 
decision m aking without foe participation o f those most directly affected by the decisions 
can increase conflict and exaceibate problems. On foe other hand, communication built 
on a  foundation o f mutual respect can build trust, encourage participation, and result in 
the development o f sound management policies (Peterson and Horton 1995).
Communication and trust are also important in understanding the true nature of 
problems. What may seem like one issue, could be another issue altogether, and without 
trust to ensure open communication between stakeholders, problems can escalate, 
expand, and change rapidly. Often problems that appear to be “simple conflicts are 
instead multi-dimensional ones wifo serious consequences for public policy and natural 
resource management** (Nie 2003:69). One o f the most effective ways to build trust is to 
open the lines o f communication and involve all stakeholders in the management and 
planning process. People are often willing to support a decision they contributed to, even 
if  it not foe outcome they personally desired (FEM 1993).
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Public participation fh rou^out the process o f management is important for a
variety o f reasons. Through public involvement, people feel a  sense o f responsibility for
the landscape and the management. Or, as Lachapelle and McCool (2005) put it, “sense
o f responsibility for stewardship o f public resources,”  (p.3) and this more protective and
caring relationship to the land has been part o f TNC*s strategy—to get people to form
partnerships between each other and simultaneously stronger relationships to the land.
If  people feel their voices are being heard, and that they have a stake in the decision
m aking  process, they are more likely to feel a  sense o f ownership and responsibility—
something that may foster better land practices and stewardship in the future. Unlike the
process o f citizen involvement at Silver Creek, this must begin at the initial stages o f
planning to be most successful. As Little (2004-check) notes:
As a  first step, community-based conservation programs should start with a 
simple model o f who tibe major interest groups are; their current resource- use 
motives and Wtethm^ these conflict with o th ^  groups; their behavior and its 
effects on resources use and conservation; and the potential winners and losers as 
a  result o f a  conservation program (p. 352).
The second aspect o f public involvement is an ownership in process. This means 
involving citizais in the actual development o f goals and strategies with the citizens are 
to functioning as active participants. Ownership in the process and in the management o f 
areas like Silver Creek requires both a voice in the definition o f the problem as well as a 
voice in the outcome (LaChapelle and McCool 2005: 3).
Forming partnerships among various interest groups, agencies, and private 
landowners, have shown to be effective ways to make progress in planning, management 
and implementation. By ferm ing partnerships o f various stakeholders, several parties 
become part o f the process—opening the door to communication and understanding.
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This differs from the behind the doors decision making process previously utilized by 
agencies that **promotes distrust between parties, encourages adversarial behavior, leads 
to extreme position-taking, and ensures opposition to whatever decision is rendered” 
(W ondolleck 1988: 87). In contrast, partnerships foster trust, com m unication , and more 
acceptable outcomes for everyone involved. Partnerships and collaboration also allow for 
a  h ig h ^  amount o f trust to be built between local people and governing agencies. In 
addition, forming partnerships is a  way to build community, citizenship and reinforce the 
sense o f place in areas (Nie 2003). These proactive partnership and collaboration 
2Q)proaches to problem solving also facilitate successful projects because the problems 
are dealt w ith throughout the process o f planning, rather than after the decisions have 
already been made (Nie 2003).
The amount o f involvement local people have throughout the planning and 
implementation process o f restoration may reflect the success and acceptance o f 
restoration. Because restoration work requires an enormous time and monetary 
commitment, local support is essential for successful project completion. In other words, 
people will more likely to accq)t an outcome they were involved in even i f  the outcome 
is not what they considered ideal.
Personal Background, Including Demographics, Career Path, Fam ily H istory, etc.
People’s background, including where they are from and what they do, may play 
a  part in foe support they are willing to give restoration. Public land use has changed 
drastically in foe past 30 years because o f changing demographics in foe West, in 
addition to foe growing number o f participants in foe system such as scientists, 
environmentalists, private landowners, public officials, and foeir corresponding value
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shifts (Davis 2001). New residents bring with them different expectations, values, and 
goals for the areas that affect how they view resource management policies (Yaffee 
1994).
Along with the population dynamics, there has been a change in land use as well. 
There has been a decrease in logging, grazing, and mining activity, while recreation, 
development, and conservation have increased (Davis 2001). Land uses have changed, 
and simultaneously, the agencies governing the public lands have seen a change in 
character and values as well.
In the past 20 years with the adoption o f many environmental initiatives such as 
the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), the National Forest Management Act 
(NFMA), and the Endangered Species Act (ESA), people have begun to look at 
traditional western land practices and question the lack o f a  ‘land ethic.’ Agencies and 
organizations are finding themselves trying to balance agency values, traditional land 
values, and the new values brought by immigrants within their management decisions.
Values are defined by Nassauer (1995) as, “enduring beliefs about what is 
socially or personally preferable” (p. 230). Values influence all o f our perceptions, 
cognition, and consequently, our activities (Nassauer 1995). Therefore, understanding 
the values people hold regarding places is fundamentally important in restoration 
planning. Because restoration project require an extensive time and money commitment 
o f local people, restoration projects will only be successful if  they compliment the values 
and place meanings people associate with their environments. As Yung and her co­
authors (2003) describe, “A focus o f place moves forest policy and management beyond 
the narrow confines o f economic research by acknowledging the multiple relationships
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people have with geographic locations, relationships that encompass livelihoods and 
economics, and values, symbols, emotions, history, and identity. Place research also 
encourages forest planning that is site specific and attends to local social and ecological 
contexts” (p.856). Furthennore, understanding die developm^rt, or lack o f development, 
o f environmental concern is important as we develop policy and management strategies 
because the context within which people develop their environmental concerns, values, 
attitudes, and behaviors is reflected in their acceptance o f certain management practices 
(Voikinn and Riese 2001). In a  nutshell, based on people s backgrounds, history, careers, 
etc., people tend to have different goals for the landsc^>e that surrounds them. In 
different contexts, as well, people will have different values and expectations o f place' 
which will directly influence their support for restoration.
Previous Experiences, Positive or Negative, with Restoration Projects.
People’s previous experience with restoration projects has a profound impact on 
the degree they feel restoration is necessary and acceptable. Because restoration deals 
with dynamic systems and many restoration techniques are experimental, often the 
outcomes are not exactly W iat the public—or the experts— had envisioned. Oflen 
restoration projects take years to bring the landsc£q>e ‘back,’ and during that time, the 
areas often look less than natural and beautiful. In addition, because restoration is in  an 
experimental and adaptive science, projects can fml or require additional and unexpected 
treatments. This can lead to public feelings o f  unease regarding restoration projects 
because o f the unsure nature o f outcomes and costs o f restoration work.
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Understanding the specific context o f restoration projects is also important 
because what is acceptable and successful in one situation will not necessarily be in 
another. People may have had positive experiences with restoration in anther place, but 
A at does not necessarily mean they would siqppoit the same actions in their backyards. 
Special context requires consideration o f both an identifiable places and relevance 
(Stankey, in press). Thoefore, o f people understand the dynamic and unpredictable 
nature o f restoration, and if  they know where and what types o f restoration are taking 
place, they are more likely to accept i t
M eanings A ttached to Specific Places,
Social constructions o f  ̂ r a t  is important and meaningful in the landscsqpe consist 
o f social, cultural, and political elements and have formed through a series o f processes 
by ^ ^ c h  groiq>s o f people share meanings. The meanings people attach to landscsq>es 
are very personal; therefore, the act o f managing landsc£q>es that encompass diverse and 
strong meanings for people is a  sensitive undertaking.
The landsc^^ meanings and degree o f attachments to place will greatly effect 
how much people are concerned and sensitive about changes (restoration) in the 
landsc£q>e. Because landscape meanings are constructed around social, political, 
aesthetic, and cultural elements, people with similar backgrounds will likely attach 
similar landscape meanings and degrees o f attachment to places. “The acceptability o f 
management action thus varies by meaning. Understanding i^ ia t meanings are held, how 
they are distributed among the affected population, and who the institutions hold 
decision-making authority is essential to implementing restoration actions** (McCool and
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Frîemund 2001: 273). Thus, the types and strength o f meaning people attach to places 
will afifect the degree o f acceptability o f change (restoration). I f  people are strongly 
attached to the place as it is, restoration will probably be less acceptable. I f  people are 
attached to die place in a less specific way, restoration will probably be more acceptable.
In conclusion, investigating the social perspectives and dynamics that affect the 
social acceptability o f restoration practices is important in understanding the amount o f 
support people have for restoration projects and management in general. Because our 
natural resources are not infinite, in order to better manage landscapes and to restore 
landscapes destroyed by human activity, public input and support is critical. In this 
papCT, restoration at Silver Creek is used as a  case study but implications o f this research 
could apply to many environmental management practices, not exclusively restoration. 
This research attempts to deeply examine the relationships people have with their 
landscapes and with each other, to understand the goals and values o f both residents and 
die governing organizations, and to develop recommendations for better communication 
and collaboration in the restoration planning process.
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Chapter 3- Case Study and Methods
The puipose o f this c lu ster is to explain iniiy Silver Creek was chosen as a  case 
study, how the management challenges at Silver Creek are reflective o f many * wicked' 
natural resource management issues, and how I studied die issues. In order to provide a 
context for these 'w icked' problems, I will describe the study site and provide maps and 
photos o f die area. Then I w ill transition into die case study and describe the population 
sample, how 1 went about sampling and researching, the questions 1 asked in the in depth 
interviews, and how 1 went about asking them. Finally, 1 will briefly explain the data 
compilation and analysis.
Descriptfon and Selection o f Study Area
The site selected for this study is Silver Creek in central Idaho (see Appendix One 
and Two for m ^  and pictures). Silver Creek is located in central Idaho, at the southern 
most end o f the Wood River Valley, a  high desert, mountainous region. Silver Creek is a 
sprmg fed creek formed by the combination o f unique geology and the complex 
hydrology o f the area. Silver Creek is surrounded by a small and active community, is a 
recreation destination for tourists as well as the wealthy population o f Sun Valley which 
is located 35 miles north. It is managed by a variety o f agencies, most specifically The 
Nature Conservancy (TNC), and has been the subject o f restoration efforts for several 
years. In addition, there are plans to continue extensive restoration throughout the 
watershed. The Nature Conservancy bought a parcel o f land adjacent to Silver Creek in 
1975 with the encouragement o f Jack Hemingway, largely because he and his father.
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Ernest, spent a  lot o f time fishing and hunting in the area and the Sun Valley Company 
was planning on turning it into a  golf course. In later years. The Nature Conservancy 
bought more land and currently owns 882 acres o f land adjacent tot the creek, including 
seven miles o f stream frontage. In addition, TNC has worked with adjacent landowners 
to complete over 9000 acres o f conservation easements in the area, contributing greatly to 
the open space and protection o f the creek. Most o f the land is private in the area but 
TNC has allowed for public use o f the Preserve, so it is though o f by the public as a 
public asset and resource.
There are reasons for the selection o f Silver Creek as a study site. First, it is 
surrounded by a small community and allows the researcher to effectively explore the 
nature o f the problem at a  reasonable scale. In addition, the emphasis o f this research is 
to explore the different goals o f  restoration and how they vary from rural local people to 
agency and organizational groups. Silver Creek provides this diversity o f stakeholders.
The active community is important because this paper investigates the different 
goals people have for restoration in both private and public lands, and how these goals 
diflw . Because the community at Silver Creek is vocal and active in decision making, 
this indicates an interest in the management o f the area. Specifically regarding Silver 
Credc, community interest in the issues is important because the area is both heavily used 
by the public and heavily used by adjacent landowners—greatly affecting the land use o f 
the area. In addition, there is a wide diversity o f landowners and users, ranging frnom 
wealthy people who visit the area occasionally and have ‘hobby farms’ to third and fourth 
generation ranchers and & m ers. This wide diversity will allow the researcher to sample
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a range o f values and attitudes in a relatively small geographic area, less than 200 square 
miles.
The criterion that restoration has been implemented and restoration efforts will 
continue, is important because the study focuses on peoples differing goals o f restoration. 
The continuing restoration efforts, in turn, reflect the intensity o f management in the area. 
A t Silver creek, many restoration projects have been completed. Simultaneously, 
projects are underway and there is planning for more projects in the future. Restoration is 
present in the past, present, and future. It is important that restoration and management 
are continuing in the area in order to investigate the public participation process and how 
the goals o f tiie public are reflected in the organizational planning o f restoration and 
management. A t Silver Creek, restoration efforts have been ongoing and there are plans 
by TNC and private landowners to expand the restoration efiferts in the next few years.
In addition, the area has been intensely managed for over thirty years under several 
managers, providing the researcher with material on management techniques.
H iis leads to the importance o f the history o f public involvement in the area and 
the m anagem ent In addition to the above criterion. Silver Creek was selected because o f 
the history o f public involvement and the interest in public involvement from the 
community. This was observed by the researcher through living in the community.
There are many reasons this is important in this study. At Silver Creek, the public input 
process is important because it serves as an educational tool to ensure people know what 
restoration activities are going on and to gain support for these programs. This includes 
political support, financial support, and volunteer siqpporL Secondly, for this research it 
is important in order to investigate whether the diversity o f interests and goals at Silver
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Creek are reflected th ro u ^o u t the planning and implementation process. At Silver 
Creek, TNC has made an effort to involve the public in  the form o f person-to-person 
interactions, the Silver Creek Symposium, volunteer days, and the newly formed Citizen 
Advisory Committee and Technical Advisory Committee o f Silver Creek.
Finally, the location and accessibility o f the study area is important both because 
o f logistics and to ensure rich and effective interviews. Logjstically, because o f limited 
time and funding, the close proximity o f the study site to the my home will allow for the 
most efficient and effective research possible. In addition, familiarity with the area and 
the social dynamics will allow for a more comfortable interview process. The more at 
ease people feel during the interviews, and the more they relate to the interviewer, die 
more apt they are to talk fieely. I have lived in the Wood River Valley for five years, has 
worked w ith TNC as die Silver Creek assistant manager, and has spent many days and 
nights fishing the creek. This intimacy with Silver Creek is both a constraint and an 
opportunity for me. I knew some o f the people I interviewed, which allowed for a more 
relaxed and open interview, but I also had a history with some o f them which may impact 
their answers. During the time living in the valley, I have become intimately familiar 
with the area, the social dynamics, and the agency and organizational roll in the area, 
which may influence the responses and analysis o f  the interviews because o f my pre­
existing perceptions. In addition, I previously worked for The Nature Conservancy. 
During the interviews, I tried not to reveal this but occasionally people remembered me. 
This may have impacted people’s response to me, the questions, and the overall interview 
process. It ̂ >peared to me, however, that people opened up more with this knowledge o f
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me because they seemed to think I had some power to make changes or influence 
management decisions.
Because the research questions I am asking at Silver Creek are dynamic, complex, 
and interdependent, dûs study requires modes o f research that more adequately reflects 
the dynamics o f relationships and values. 1 used a  combination o f research methods for 
d û s s tu ^ . The first one is participant observation. The second is archival research. The 
third and most rigorous were in-depth interviews. In-depth interviews and a rigorous 
inteipretation fix>m the researcher allows for a  thorough but responsive system for 
understanding the dynamic relationships at Silver Creek.
Participant observatioB
Participant observation for this study began before the actual research began. 
Because 1 spent a  summer at Silver Creek as the assistant manager, talking with 
fishermen, birders, and landowners, I began to develop ideas o f how the people use Silver 
Creek and what their attachments to the creek are. While this was casual, it helped to 
shsq>e the way I viewed the issues and understood relationships.
After the research developed, I began a more formal process o f participant 
observation. The main event where I employed this method was at the Silver Creek 
Synqx>sium. I observed and took notes on the way people interacted, who was on the 
panels, who was making comments, and what kinds o f goals people would like for the 
area. The following is a  b rief summary o f the symposium and the itinerary.
On November 15,2003, The Nature Conservancy formulated and hosted ‘The 
Silver Creek Symposium* with an aim o f bringing stakeholders firom Silver Creek
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together in order to educate and increase communication among them. The symposium 
brought together over a  hundred stakeholders including people horn the BLM, Idaho 
Department o f Fish and Game, The Nature Conservancy, local and county governments, 
ranchers, farmers, ang les, naturalists, residents, scientists, and other concerned citizens. 
The morning session included educational presentations from the Idaho Department o f 
Fish and Game, independent consultants, and TNC on human impacts and uses (both 
historically and presently), impacts o f invasive species (the NZMS was introduced and 
explained), fish populations and fluctuations, and overall stream health. The questions 
posed by TNC in this morning session were:
How do changing land patterns affect Silver Creek?
What is the status o f the creek s fishery?
W hat are the implications o f the appearance o f the NZMS in the creek?
How should sediment conditions be addressed?
W hat are the dynamics o f  the various fish populations (brown trout vs. rainbow
trout vs. native fish)? (TNC S.C, Symposium Proceedings 2003)
The speakers offered five different perspectives on these issues: hydrological, biological, 
legal, economic, and conservation (TNC S.C Symposium Proceedings 2003).
The afremoon session was divided into three panels. The first one was ‘A 
Community Conversation* it included biologists, hydrologists, and the regional 
supervisor for Idaho Fish and Game, all invited by TNC. This panel covered in greater 
depth many o f the issues covered in the morning session such as fish populations, 
sediment problems, NZMS, and biodiversity. The subjects covered were based on 
questions fiom the audience. The second panel was ^Economic and Development Issues* 
and was led by a lawyer, county commissioner, realtor, and an economist. They were 
selected by TNC as 'expert* voices. This panel examined the land use changes around 
the area and the effects o f growth and development on Silver Creek. The third panel was
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‘Conservation Practices and Goals' and consisted o f a local non-profit land conservation 
leader and two directors from the Idaho branch o f TNC . This was an opportunity for 
audience members to share their goals and objectives for Silver Creek. Participants led 
the discussion, stating their goals for the area. These included: biodiversity protection, 
more community involvement in decision making, further science and research on the 
credc, fiuther monitoring o f the creek and its health (and to communicate this information 
to the public), continued and further restoration and monitoring o f the restoration woric. 
The symposium provided a  forum for TNC and the governmental agencies involved to 
share with the public their ideas for increased restoration work brought about because o f 
the NZMS.
One problem emerging from the days discussion was the problem that there had 
been little attempt to establish to common ground on the goals for the area. It became 
^ p aren t that while the biological issues have been explored, studied, and documented by 
the agencies (a lth o u ^  many members o f the public argued still more research was 
necessary), the social aspects (such as what people value, what they want, who is being 
listened to and why) o f the issues have not been adequately investigated. A t Silver 
Creek, there are a variety o f stakeholders with different values and goals and a distinct 
separation between experts' and ‘non- experts’ became «q>parent. There was an overall 
sense at the symposium that certain ‘experts’, namely TNC directors and Fish and Game 
had the most say in developing goals for the area and were simply sharing information 
with the people who live and work in the area. Without significant early consultation 
w ith the local people, it appeared that the ‘experts' were deciding i^ ia t restoration and 
management practices to use and where to use them. Many would argue that this is the
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most effective and efficient strategy. However, there has been little effort to determine 
i)'^Kther any o f the restoration and management plans conflict with ^non-experts’ values 
and attachments—and whether or not this matters.
The Silver Creek Symposium was an effort to involve the com m unity  in planning 
and decision making. However, whether or not the format and content of public 
involvement used by TNC worked well is debatable. From the symposium, TNC 
formulated two citizen groups responsible for informing TNC’s decisions regarding 
Silver Creek. These are The Citizens Advisory Cmnmittee’ and the Technical Advisory 
Committee’. These committees are made tq> of roughly ten to twelve people, selected by 
the Nature Conservancy. The process of forming the goals and missions o f fliese 
committees was dominated by TNC and consisted of TNC developing several goals and 
plans o f action and then going over them’ with flie gioiq>s (TNC 2003). Form ii^ these 
committees is an attempt to involve the citizens, but the planning process for public 
involvement has been overwhelmingly neglected and rash. The groups were formed 
quickly, without a  clear objective, without strong leadership, or a consistent and agreed 
upon purpose. I will talk about this more in the results and conclusions section.
Archival Research
Throughout the research, 1 was constantly gathering information about TNC.
This included routinely looking at the website, reading newspaper articles about it, 
looking into project it was working on. The process o f understanding TNC’s character 
included looking at their strategies from a variety o f standpoints. I did research that 
looked at its strategy exclusive through the rhetoric it employed, along with research that
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examined its strategy and mission. Although I have direct experience working for TNC, I 
found doing research and looking at the organization in different perspectives helped me 
better understand the intent and character of the organization. 1 believe utilizing the three 
methods listed above helped me to better make relevant and accurate conclusions.
The In Depth Interview 
The Sample
This sampling process aims to capture an understanding o f the values and 
attitudes o f the wide range o f people who live near and actively use Silver Creek. The 
population o f this study includes people 18 and older who are anglers, farmers, ranchers, 
and individuals who work for the organizations responsible for the managemait o f Silver 
Creek. This sample emphasized cspturing people vAio interacted with the area fiequently 
because these are the people who will most likely be affected by, and care most about, the 
management decisions in the area. A smaller sampling size allows for a more in-depth 
understanding o f the study questions and issues (Patterson and Williams 2002).
I conducted twenty seven interviews. These twenty-seven interviews allowed the 
researcher to c^ tu re  the diversity within the population and to see patterns, differences, 
and commonalities within the population. In addition, the sample size was reasonable 
given the amount o f time the researcher had to conduct the interviews and the amount of 
information desired (Patterson and Williams 2002).
Based on visitor numbers at Silver Creek gathered over a period of time, 
geographic relationships, and the goals o f this paper, the following interviews were 
conducted:
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1.) Fishing guides and anglers-
a. Daily visitors- Three interviews with guides who come to Silver Creek 
almost daily throughout the fishing season
b. Weekly visitors' Three interviews with fishermen who spend around 
three days a week at Silver Creek throughout the fishing season.
2.) Ranchers and farmers-
a. Long term (over 15 years)- Five interviews with ranchers and farmers in 
the area v/bo have lived there for over 15 years.
b. Short term- Three intMviews with recently established ranchers and 
farmers, some o f which are ‘hobby* ranchers.
3.) Volunteers- Two interviews with the seasonal TNC volunteers.
4.) Birder- One interview with a  birder.
5.)The Nature Conservancy- Three interviews with TNC employees vho work
directly with Silver Creek.
6.) Fish and Game- Two interviews with Idaho Fish and Game employees (one at
the fishery near Silver Creek) ^ o  work in the area.
7.) B.L.M.- One interview with a B.L.M. employee.
8.) D.E.Q.- One interview with a D.E.Q. employee.
9.) Independent restoration contractors- Two interviews with independent
restoration contractors, and
10.) One interview wiüi a Mexican migrant worker.
Many o f these interest groups overlsqfped as well. For instance, some o f the ranchers are 
also anglers and some of the anglers also hunt, and so on.
The first two interviews were conducted in early June 2004 with the two main 
informants. These informant had lived and worked in the area for many years and knew 
the area and its issues in depth. These interviews served as tools to ensure the correct 
questions were being asked, and that important information for the research question was 
not being ovedooked. After the two interviews were completed and analyzed, the 
intaview  process was critiqued and adjusted as necessary. I went back to the two 
informants at this time and asked them the questions 1 overlooked in the first interview. 
The additional twenty-five interviews took place in July and August, 2004. (See 
Appendix Three for the interview schedule).
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Two key informants were selected because o f their familiarity with the area and 
the issues surrounding Silver Creek. They were interviewed and then gave me names of 
people with particularly interesting characteristics, such as having lived in the area their 
entire lives or be particularly interested in the subject In this way I cultured people i^ o  
were both extremely interested in the issues and people who may not have the same 
perspectives or be as vocaL I used one main informant from TNC ^ o  had lived and 
worked at Silver Credc and vàko was previously (before he worked for TNC) part o f the 
ranching com m unity, and one informant 6om  the fishing guide com m unity.
The Interview
The interview approach to this paper can be described as a ‘̂ conversation wifo a 
purpose.” The purpose was specifically to gather information and although foe interview 
focused on certain issues, the “conversation wifo a puipose” allowed the interviewee to 
direct foe interview toward foe areas of most interest and concern (Berg 2004:75).
Before the actual interview, however, I contacted foe interview subjects by phone and 
asked to participate. The initial contact allowed me to explain foe intent of foe research 
and introduce myself. Only one person refused to participate. He is an extremely vocal 
member of foe community and I knew him previously while working for TNC. I do not 
know why he did not participate. I tried to replace him  wifo someone vfoo had similar 
characteristics.
Twenty-four interviews were conducted in person and three were conducted on 
foe phone. Each interview was conducted in private wifo the exception o f one interview 
where foe husband and wife were interviewed together. The interviews took anym ore
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from 50 minutes to 2.5 hours. The interviews were tape-recorded, with the exception o f 
the phone interviews and the Mexican migrant. In these cases I took brief notes 
throughout the interview and then recorded myself talking about and recalling the 
interview as best as possible. The interview subjects were given an identification number 
to protect confidentiality.
The interview guide was based iqK>n a set o f predetamined closed and open- 
ended questions that were asked in a systematic and consistent order, but the interviewer 
and the interviewee had the freedom to digress (Berg 2004:81). The freedom of the 
interviewer to probe beyond the prepared questions allowed the interviewer to structure 
the interview to **refiect an awareness that individuals understand die world in a varying 
way” and allowed the interviewer to adjust the interview accordingly (Berg 2004:81).
The interview guide included several main theme questions with several 
intermediate and probing questions. The main theme questions were designed to cover 
the main diemes in the research questions and to ensure all relevant information was 
gathered. In addition, probes were used throughout the interview in order to draw out 
more complete stories and details frnom the subjects (Berg 2004:86). The probes were 
used when responses seem unclear, incomplete, or contradictory. The interviewer used 
the probes to determine if  ambiguities were ^due to failure o f communication in the 
interview situation, or whether they reflect real inconsistencies, ambivalence, and 
contradictions by the interviewee** (Kvale, 1983:177). They required the respondent to 
explain and expand and could not be answered with a simple yes or no (Patterson, 
McCool, and Schwaller 2001). While each interview had a unique structure, the 
interview guide ensured that "interviews are [were] systematic and focused enough to
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cover relevant and comparable (across interview) information” (Patterson and Williams 
2001).
Examining the Data
The data analysis o f this research project centers on an organizing system 
designed to “identify predominant themes through which interviews can be meaningfully 
organized, interpreted, and presented. The process o f developing an organizing system is 
the analysis, while the final organizing system is the product o f the analysis” (Patterson 
and Williams 2001). The final organizing system is designed to promote richness and a 
more holistic understanding of the subject by showing inter-relatedness and inter­
relationships among themes and simultaneously m aintaining rich characterization of 
individual themes (Patterson and Williams 2001). This case study utilizes an organizing 
system that provides a system o f data organization to ensure thorough and systematic 
conclusions.
The first step in the data analysis was to thoroughly listen to and take notes on the 
interviews. The second step was extracting the most dominant themes that arose 
throughout the interviews. Themes represent fire researchers interpretation o f the 
information gathered regarding the phenomena being studied (Montag 2001). Themes 
are important because they allow the researcher to use his/her erqrertise and experience in 
the subject to label themes with language not necessarily used specifically by the 
respondent The final step in the analysis was to organize the information in a way that 
responds to the research question and identifies areas for further research. This final step 
will be addressed in chapter five.
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Chapter Four: Discussion
In this cluster, I will introduce and explain the main thanes that arose throughout 
the interviews and use excerpts from the interviews to illustrate the themes.
Four main themes were identified. These themes were identified by fiequency of 
mention, intensity o f interest by the respondents, and the quantity of people who showed 
extreme interest in Aese subjects. The following table is a synthesis o f the main issues 
within the themes.
Summary of Fey Fmdmgs within Themes
Theme One- Developmeat and Relafiomshmps
Most (95%) r^xmdmlsn
a. Prefer no more development but all had internal conflict widi the way they viewed 
developmenL Ihey saw the neces^ty of it but preferred not to have it.
b. Saw the impact ofdevelopment as a  threat to die beatdi of the opeek.
c. Saw development as duneatenh% the 'qualhy of life' they enjoyed at Silver Creek 
both through landscape changes and changes in p<^Hilation.
Old dmeianchars and fermas- Realize the necessity of dev^opment (ecomically th ^  could not 
afford to live near Silva Creek without odia forms of income such as reœation, selling land, 
ac.)
New Comers- See developmait as a threat to the ‘quality of life* drey came finr.
Theme Two-
Most (95%) respondente-
a. Saw TNC losing its local touch and community based orientation.
b. TNCs reladomship whh dte community is deteriorating but not a lost cause.
c. Saw TNC as the main contributor to maintaining the beauty, openness, and health of 
die area.
d. Thought IN C was becoming too bureaucratic and too difficult to communicate with.
e. Saw TNC moving more toward a top down structure as opposed to a bottom up 
structure.
f. Idemtifwd h%b porsofmel turnover as one of the most detrimoital issues feeing TNC 
and the biggest Impact on relationships betweon stakeholdas and TNC.
TNC as losing their managemait focus-
a. Most thought it should be managed as a fishery.
b. All had ccmflicts with the biodiv^ity goal. For instance, vdiat does preserving 
biodiversity really mean?
c. Most people nAo dmugld it diould be managed as a fishery also had internal 
conflicts about what that means.
Theme Three- Restoratioii and Impacts
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a. RestonidcMi is not the right goal for Sil vor Credc.
b. Siltatioa is an important issue and how to deal with it is dd^ated.
c. Conflict between 'doing something* and not knowing the long term outcome of
tfiose actimis (restoration actions).
d. Recreational impacts- increased roœatkmal users means more pressure cm the 
ciedt and is unaccq]table. Limits are a possibility but there is a protectkMi 
vaisus fieedom of access internal conflict
e. Invasive species are an issue that will have to be continually dealt with. TNC is
not doing enough.
Theme Fow- Involvement and Information-
a. Intense desire among lespmidente for involvement
b. Intense desire amoî reqiMMideats for information
c. TNCs coUaboiationefifoit was ofTlo a good start with the symposium but has since 
foiled.
d. The people TNC choosed to be involved may not adequately reflect the stakeholders.
e. Desire for TNC and the %encies to crmtinue monitoring, using sci^nse, and to share 
drat with the public.
f. There should be a balance between science and on the ground action. Sometimes too 
much studyirrg and not «rough action.
g. All respondente foel a sense of responsibility, oiwrerdrip. pride, and connection with 
Silver Creek.
Each o f these themes relates to one anoAer and they overlap in many ways. 
Because TNC has tried to be at Ae forefixrnt o f innovative conservation practices and 
restoration is an expanding practice, TNC has embraced restoration on a number of 
projects. While Ae original intent o f this research project initially focused on Ae 
acceptability o f restoration at Silver Creek, I found that restoration itse lf not one of 
Ae main concerns for people at Silver Creek. Rather, restoration was only a part o f a 
larger overall concern about specific management objectives. In particular, w l^  areas are 
bemg restored and what Ae long term objectives of restoration are. Moreover, many of 
Aese issues are intertwined wiA restoration and Ae management of Silver Creek and, 
Aerefore, are relevant and important to this paper.
Themes
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The four main themes generated from the interviews were: 1) development and 
how it influences peoples’ relationships to each other and their goals for the areas, 2) 
management and how it reflects the goals o f the people who live there, how it has 
changed over time, and determining the actual goals o f managing Silver Creek, 3) human 
impacts and how these are related to restoration, what types o f impacts are acceptable, 
and what kind o f restoration should be considered and are acceptable given the 
management goals for the area, and 4) information and involvement including the amount 
o f and type o f information available to the public as well as Wio is involved, how flrey 
are invited to be involved, and why. All four o f these categories overlap and intermingle, 
reflecting the complexity and dynamic nature of relationships and issues in Are area.
This analysis uses interview excerpts to present an interpretive description of the 
respondent’s views about restoration and management at Silver Creek. Because o f the 
large amount o f data gathered tfarou^out the interviews and post-interview process, it is 
not foaâble to provide every comment from the interviews relating to each theme.
Instead, the purpose is to represent the views throughout the interviews as best as 
possible without including a detailed description o f each interview. Many o f the issues 
overlap and intertwine so I used my expertise to select the most representative quotes and 
to tried and convey the meaning and intent o f the respondents as accurately as possible.
The following quotations are used to illustrate the themes, how they interact, and 
their relevance to the study questions. Most o f the statements are quoted verbatim (if not, 
I have made note if  it) although some basic grammar may have been changed for 
readability. In addition "ohhs” and "ahhs” have been removed for clarity.
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1.) Development (and relationships)
Development, Wnch includes new people coming to the area, as well as the 
physical and biological impacts of development, permeates every other issue in the area. 
Development has been very stressful on the arid landscs^ around Silver Creek. People 
have seen the impacts o f development emerging in both the landscape and their way of 
life. The open and vast landscgq)e o f this area is now being interrupted with residential 
developments and housing—stressing both the land as well as the people. Many people 
have come to this area in the past twenty years because o f its natural beauty and open 
space. As people come and the land values rise, ranchers and farmers are finding they 
cannot survive solely on ranching and Arming and many look for other sources of 
income, such as selling pieces of their land, or getting second jobs. Conflict sometimes 
arises vd&en old time values and attitudes clash with new timer values and attitudes. In 
addition, with more and more people moving to the area for the wild open landscape and 
farmers unable to support themselves with farming, more large ranches are being divided 
and simultaneously destroying the wide open spaces that brought people to the area.
Everyone I interviewed mentioned the desire for less development However, 
discrepancies between the old timers (people who have lived in the area over 15 years) 
and the new residents (lived in the area less than 15 years) were sq;>parent. Old timers see 
development, although not ideal, as the only way for their families to remain in the valley 
(due largely to cost o f living) whereas newcomers often do not have that concern. In 
general, the old timers felt some hostility and disappointment toward development vdiile 
simultaneously realizing its necessity. The more recent residents, who often moved to 
this area specifically for the open and vast iandsc^e, resented more development
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because o f a desire to preserve the wild and openness. They all valued the quality o f life
the open landscape o f the west fosters. Diamond (2005) found a similar thing occurring
in the Bitterroot Valley in Montana:
The term Equality o f life** came in virtually every conversation that 1 had about
Montanans and their future. The phrase refers the [than] being able to aijoy, 
every day o f their lives, that beautiful environment which out-of-state tourists like 
me consider a privilege to be able to visit for a week or two a year. The phrase 
also refers to [their] pride in their traditional lifestyle as a rural, lo w-density, 
egalitarian population descended from old time settlers (p. 65).
And as one of the formers in this study noted about the clash between more development
and the ‘quality o f life*:
Farm economics are tough, because the highest value to which land can be put 
here is for homes and development Farmers in our area face the decision: should 
we continue farming, or should we sell our land for homes sites and retire? 
(Diamond 2005:71).
This clash o f land use values for old timers versus new timers was obvious around Silver
Creek. As one rancher who has been in the area for over seventy years observed:
The people have changed- they were rural people mostly; and then Sun Valley 
came in 1936, and then it really started to change and they started to develop that 
area and started bringing Californians and out o f state people in. Look what we 
have now. As far as l*m concerned it’s probably negative changes but overall 
positive for the area ...It doesn’t  help the ranch business but we do have a piece of 
Silver Creek and we charge people to fish there and the money we get from those 
people helps us to keep ranching. Without those people from Sun Valley it 
wouldn’t work [ranching and staying here] so it hurts and it helps , a good chunk 
of our income is what we get from those fishermen (Long Term Rancher 03).
Anotiier long term rancher spoke about his children leaving the area for jobs in the cities:
Some o f my kids would come here right now if  they could come here and make a 
living but ranching, well, there just isn’t any money in i t  And to support two or 
three kids and colleges now, and two or three cars, and two or three television 
sets, tiie way people live today, they just can’t  do it here (Long Term Rancher 04).
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And, on the opposite end o f the spectrum, one new time land owner said (this is not a
direct quote but comes from notes from a phone interview);
Once 1 saw this piece o f creek and this piece o f land, I couldn t  stop dunking 
about it. I don t live here full time, the house is just not big enough and 1 can^t 
completely wnq) my aims around the lifestyle, but I respect the ranchers and 
fermers who do. I am just trying to protect this amaWng place as best I can, do 
my small part, and hopefully it will be the house I die in, but for now we just 
spend a few months a year diere (Short Term Rancher 02).
In addition to the strain on the local lifestyle and Equality o f life , several people
noted a strain on the environment with increased development, particularly regarding
water quantity and quality. As one farmer noted about the impacts o f development:
T hae is atremendous rate o f growth valley and you cannot forget that S ilv^
Creek Preserve (SCP) is unique in that it is heavily influenced by outside 
development. Particidariy with respect to water. You know, there are more and 
more visitors every year...foot traffic is coming up, fishing traffic is coming iq), 
and now water [wells] out o f the ground is coming up. So the impacts are going to 
be more and more. And that is the impact of growth in this community (Short 
Term Rancher 03).
Similarly, an independent restoration consultant who makes his living largely off o f
development, throu^i restoring stretches o f creek for new fishing residents or th ro n g
wetland delineations for subdivisions, also highlighted the stress o f development on the
land, particulariy regarding water resources:
One o f the biggest problems I see in the valley is over-consumption... un­
metered, unfettered use o f water. It is gross mis-management of a finite resource 
(Independent 02).
These people are aware o f the impacts of development but do not argue that it should be 
stopped; only that it is a reality that needs attention. A newer resident who considers 
himself a farmer but does not rely on farming solely for income commented:
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[If I could see one thing tuqspen that would benefit the area] it would be no more 
growth and development down here. I just think it’s a sensitive area that needs to 
be preserved (Short Term Farmer 03).
The above farmer thought development should stop and is one of the people who moved
to the area primarily for the open space and vast Iandsaq>e. The idea that development
should altogether stop was not a  very common attitude and tended to come from people
who moved to the area {HÎmarily for Ae beauty and solitude.
Silver Creek is a sensitive, high desert, spring fed creek Aat relies boA on ground
water and surface water for its flows. For Ais reason, it is particularly susceptible to
development impacts and water quantity and quality issues. Water quantity is always at
Ae forefront o f Ascussions regarding Ae healA o f Silver Creek. As one TNC employee
noted:
Flows do have an impact on your restoration projects... a lot o f places around 
Silver Creek don’t have the energy to change itself. So you have to figure out 
ways to give it energy so Ae stream can do things ...one way to so that is to 
increase flows so you have more water going down Ae stream and more energy 
and that will alter the system, that’s ̂ y  we thought water issues are important 
and flows have an impact on stream evolution (TNCOl).
In addition to Ae sensitive physical nature of Silver Creek, it has a Averse group 
o f stakeholders ranging from ranchers to fiy-fishermen to people \^ o  move there for Ae 
peace and open space. Therefore, Ae stakeholders go beyond just Ae ‘old’ and ‘new’ 
landowners and include fishermen and recreationists who have been coming to Silver 
Creek for thirty year or vAo have just begun to discover Ae magic of Ae area. One 
fisherman who has lived at Silver Creek for many years but is not a rancher or former, 
talks about Ae sometimes conflictual and strained relationship between new visitors and 
longer term residaits:
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Well, there will always be new people. And 1 don t  like it, I don t  like change. But 
that’s something that will always happen. As long as there are people, there will 
be new people. You know, I get tired o f some o f Üiese young Nazi kids that get 
down there and, some o f them are very good fisherman, but, there is a m ^tality  
that I don’t  care for— and it isn’t  across the board— there’s good and bad in every 
age group. But, v%en I learned to do this sport- and it was a long time ago now-1 
don’t  think it was at all unusual to learn, most of the guys that did it were older, I 
mean over 50- anyway, vhen I learned- you learned fiom old guys and you kq»t 
your mouth shut and your ears open and you didn’t question things, you just 
listened. And then you went out and tried it and then you came back and talked 
about it, maybe, if  they would talk to you. And there was a huge respect factor. 
Today, 1 wmild say, that is not die case. The world is a new place, the world is 
more aggressive. That is one thing I would like to see change. You asked about 
new people coming in ... When you go to a new place, you are a guest. You are 
not the old guard. And I think it really irresponsible not to have respect for that 
old guard, whether you like it or n o t And that’s that (Daily Angler 01).
Development will continue to be an issue of concern and sensitivity at Silver Creek
because it permeates every other issue. The way in vdiich the old guard’ and the new
visitors and residents interact will, in turn, help shape the very character of the
landscape. As one respondent noted:
To me- it is the landscape and the creek itself that we all have in common. Even 
though there are people who are here for two weeks of the year, or people vâïo are 
here for gaierations, what we have in common is that everybody cares about the 
place and that we all impacted it, and maybe it impacted all o f us...either you’ve 
been here for two weeks or you’ve been here for generations—either way you 
could be totally unaware or insensitive to the place or you could be very aware 
and very sensitive. I’m making less and less o f a tie between longevity and 
investment in a place (Weekly Visitor 03).
2.) Management
Four main topics arose regarding management These are: TNC s organizational 
character and structure, the preserve manager and his or her role in management, specific 
management goals (fishery vs. biodiversity), and limiting recreational use.
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TNCs Character cmd Structure
The main issue that arose regarding management o f the area was that The Nature
Conservancy is getting too big and too agency-like, particularly for an area like Silver
Creek with a  small and active com m unity — the ideal place for more com m unity oriented
conservation and community involvement. The participants in my study reported that
they are getting so frustrated with TNC s long distance management that one independent
consultant (private) even said his one wish for Silver Creek was:
I’d like to see the Silver Creek Preserve spun ofT as its own independent non­
profit organization. Managed locally, decisions made locally.. .I’d even take that 
job. It’d be much more effective down here. Silver Creek has the ability to raise 
all o f its own money and TNC would hesitate to spin it ofF because o f its 
fundraising caqpability. And I think that’s unfortunate because right now there are 
landowners with easements who are just not getting along with them [TNC] and 
sometimes it takes bold action and sometimes a little risk taking and that 
organization [The Nature Conservancy] is risk adverse anymore. (Independent 
01).
And yet another rancher who has had experience with TNC for over twenty years said:
...the conservancy has kind o f lost their way. First they were going to save Silver 
Creek and dien they were saving Idaho and now they’re trying to save the world. 
Why? It’s typical of what happens to organizations when layers o f bureaucracy 
creep into them and they become more responsible for national organization. 
National organizations can’t  do anything without checking with the council in 
Denver or Virginia or wherever (Long Term Rancher 04).
When referring to the issue of a more community based approach to management, many 
respondents touched on the national and bureaucratic character o f The Nature 
Conservancy. One fishing guide who has previously volunteered and donated money to 
TNC said:
[I will support other organizations in the valley more, now, such as the Land 
Trust] The Land Trust is strictly local. There are very few, if  any, politics 
involved. TNC is an international organization, there are a lot of politics involved, 
and they are continually dinging you for money. And I know a couple guys who
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dropped out o f TNC because every month Üiey got a letter asking for 50 bucks. 
That gets old quick. With the Land Trust, it is strictly local and I kind of like that 
(Daily Angler 03).
Hand in hand with the need for The Nature Conservancy to focus more on community
based action, the majority o f respondents saw the problems with management stem m ing
from TNC getting too big (bureaucratic), with too many lawyers, and too little connection
with the local people. For one rancher, this was to the complete downfall o f TNC and
there was little hope for TNC to redeem itself:
[Years ago] the manager and 1 would go hunting and fishing together. He would 
come out and help us widi fences, weeds, whatever. Now, TNC is just a legal 
organization. Attorneys, attorneys, attorneys... (Short Time Rancher 01).
Similarly:
I don t  see it [the attitude towards TNC] getting anything but worse. They’ve got 
too many lawyers and once a landowner has soured... and the manager over there 
now, its like tying one hand behind their back no matter who it is because 
EVERYTHING that person does has to be decided, not only in Hailey, but in 
Colorado and sometimes in Virginia (Independent 01).
How an organization as large as TNC vduch operates both from a top down and
simultaneously a bottom up approach deals with these sorts of conflicts remains to be
seen.
The Preserve Manager
One o f the difhculties every respondent recognized was TNC’s inability to keep a long­
term manager at Silver Creek, although most people thought the over riding mission o f 
Silver Creek was more important than keeping the same manager. As one long time TNC 
volunteer noted:
[Volunteer talking about high turnover of management] They all say they are 
going to stay. I thought some o f them would... but it doesn’t matter to me
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anymore. Tve been down there long enough to see some o f the things I worked on 
take shape. I can actually SEE my imprint on the creek. That’s enough for me. 
m  keep going down there and working, as long as they’ll let me. As long as my 
body lets me (Volunteer 01).
And the same volunteer later put it this way:
A lot o f [TNCJmanagers come here and think they are going to be able to manage 
die preserve as it should be- as a unique and exciting place. Then they find that 
they are just a pawn, with so much intrusion fix>m TNC [the offices]... 1 liken it to 
making a dress in poor light (Volunteer 01).
While people were concerned about the lack o f TNC to keep a manager at the preserve
(the last one lasted only nine months), when I conducted follow up calls to inquire
whether the loss o f another manager fiustrated volunteers, landowners, or fishermen, not
one o f the six respondents were fiustrated enough to stop being involved in the area.
In general, people would like to see someone ^ o  would stay for more than a year
or two at the preserve. Recently, preserve manager turnover has been great When I
questioned the last preserve manager about her reason for leaving, she said:
No one listens. Communication among TNC is horrible. There needs to be some 
realism about how much can happen here. We either need more staff or they 
[TNC managers] have to back off... the addition o f putting high-end science in 
here, it takes some thought, and I’m not getting enough time to think , and I’m 
telling people that and I’m not getting anywhere (TNC 02).
And still there is a high demand for someone to stay. One guide vâïo spends almost his
entire summer at Silver Creek said:
One thing I’ve always wanted to see happen with Silver Creek is to have 
somebody that stays there. They keep getting these people in, they do their 
studies, and then tiiey leave (Daily Guide 01).
Overall, people saw the manager in a difficult position but nonetheless doing a good job
at maintaining the vision of Silver Creek. The management problems and concerns
centered more around the upper levels o f management, as mentioned previously.
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Management- Fisheries vs. Biodiversity?
Overall management preferences for management o f the respondents did not vaiy
much. All but two of the respondents thought the preserve should be managed as a
fishery because the fishery is ^diat enhances the economy and is ^hat most people want.
The managers of the preserve, along with the professionals outside of TNC (D.E.Q., Fish
and Game, Independent Consultants) all agreed that the area should be managed for vdiat
the stakeholders wanted, within the guidelines of law and environmental considerations.
One Fish and Game manager commented:
[Idaho Fish and Game on his management strategy] Fll manage for whatever the 
people want. Just tell me what they want, and Til do it. It’s a fishing area- that’s 
why people come, that’s what they want , so we should manage for the fish (Fish 
& Game 01).
The reasons for managing the area primarily as a fishery are based largely on the
economic and social importance o f Silver Creek as a world famous blue ribbon trout
stream. As one long term rancher put it:
Why would it not be managed for the fishery? It’s what brings money to the area. 
It’s what people come fiom all over the world for. Without that, I think we would 
be long gone (Long Term Rancher 01).
But some people were in conflict with the idea of centering management around trout
fishing. One woman who often visited Silver Creek, used to live close by, and often
spent her time canoeing or bird watching said:
Where I saw the most conflict was at the symposium, or just people talking about 
it. About what should be done at this place. A lot o f people’s visions were 
propelled by wanting bigger brown trout or bigger rainbow trout And this is 
something that is sort o f difficult for me because places change. You can’t say 
like 100 yrs. ago or 200 yrs. Ago is how the place should be. I mean, every place 
is in flux, every place changes. Just because it’s different now than it was in the 
past, doesn’t mean that its not as good. And so maybe the fact that its become a
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trout fishery» even though we’ve introduced that, maybe that’s okay and now 
that’s what we should work with.. .but now there’s this legacy, this aura around 
Silver Creek, Hemingway, this elite fly-fishing thing and now we have to sustain 
that when maybe ultimately that’s working against the system. Maybe making 
the conditions great for brown trout isn’t  really going to make the conditions great 
for Silver Creek as a whole (Weekly Visitor 03).
Many people believed managing the preserve as a fishery would simultaneously promote
biodiversity. One TNC manager spoke about the conflict between promoting what we
think it should look like (a trout fishery for many) and promoting a healthy system:
We are about biodiversity- why are we worried about rainbow trout? I think a 
healthy habitat does promote native species. The problem is .. .we assume we 
know what restoration should look like (TNC 02).
And, as a former preserve manager noted:
Well, that goes back to peoples influence on our management... 1 tried really hard 
to keq» in about the habitat, the insects (or the groceries) [he spoke about the 
food, groceries, for larger animals as being the indicator o f a healthy system] 
plant life, those are the things that are the base o f the whole system and if  you lose 
that, you lose the whole thing...the fishery is kind o f a  secondary benefit from the 
kind o f habitat work we were trying to do (TNC 01).
One issue that arose continually when discussing the issue of managing the area
as a  fishery was flie conflict between conservation and economics. For instance, many
people spoke about the contradictory practice o f fishing guides capitalizing on the care
TNC has put into the preserve. One fisherman noted the conflict between using an area
preserved for the ecosystems sake for economic benefits. He said:
[Fisherman on guides] I don’t think they [fishing guides] should be allowed to 
guide... that was not the intention at the inception of the Conservancy. It was 
NOT to create a woridng place for guides or anybody else. It was NOT to be a 
profit making endeavor. The idea was to PRESERVE a land so that people could 
experience it, hopefully for generation, and all have the same experience. And 
that being as close to “the way it was”- and that means before TNC for everybody 
else. To make it a pure experience. And, so, my thinking is. .. that it was not 
created for that and it diould not be allowed (Daily Angler 01).
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I will discuss fishing limits as one possible solution to this problem in the recreational 
impacts section. The management concerns o fthe interviewees were multi-faceted. The 
concerns arose when we spoke about what type of management, Wiere the management 
comes fiom, and the direction management is headed.
3«) Impacts and Restoration
This theme focuses on impacts and restoration because the determination that 
restoration is necessary is largely an issue of human values and perceptions and whether 
human impacts are unacceptable.
As with many great fishing areas, there is a lot o f debate at Silver Creek as to 
A eth e r or not the fishing has improved over the years. There is a wealth o f knowledge 
from people who have been fishing there for years Wiich could be coupled with technical 
data to create a clear picture o f the creek and how it has changed through the years. With 
the changes in the landsce^, often people feel the need to do something to stop those 
changes. Recently, restoration has become a buzzword in land planning and 
management. This idea has motivated managers and private landowners to engage in 
massive land moving, stream altering, and fimdraising projects in the Silver Creek area. 
When questioned about the actual definition of restoration, however, most respondents 
initially gave me a thoughtful, quiet stare. Most people were quick to respond after the 
initial silence and gave me a text book definition of restoration such as: 'To restore and 
area 'back to the way it was’ before settlement.’ Simultaneously, the respondents agreed 
that this was an unreasonable goal for Silver Creek because the character o f the creek is 
so heavily influenced by human activity. The main human influence at Silver Creek is
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seen in the hydrological system. It is a spring creek and the amount of water in the creek
fluctuates dramatically dqwnding on irrigation usage, wells, run off, and weather patters.
If  Silver Creek were to be returned to its ‘pre-development’ character, it would probably
look more like a  marsh and less like a creek. One manager noted:
If we re talking about reconstructing to Wiat it was- then we better know what it 
was. My personal view is that you should at least know what it was. You may 
never get it back there, but you should at least know i^m t it was. Then people 
usually come iq> with some kind o f a pre-World War 11 era goal. But here, at that 
time, the area was hammered and really hard to ranch.. it was just a big 
marsh.. .so 1 don’t know whether that’s a  reasonable goal (TNC 02).
Through the processes o f questioning the interviewees about restoration, they first
gave me a standard response as the one above and then responded as to how this related
to Silver Creek. People recognized that returning the area to a marsh was not what they
respondents had in mind when they spoke about restoration at Silver Creek, and quickly
adjusted their definition based on vhat restoration means at Silver Creek. Most people
diverted from the text book definition and took a more conservative approach to defining
restoration at Silver Creek. As one weekly visitor noted:
1 think 1 tend to be on the conservative end when it comes to restoration— there 
are obviously some places that need help to function as an ecological unit again 
(like an open pit mine or total deforestation) but 1 think restoration can be really 
problematic because you have to decide what are you going to restore it to ...And 
if  you really wanted to make Silver Creek ‘natural’ and go back 200 years, it may 
not even be a really stream corridor, it may just be more of these wefiands. I did 
hear people complain about the great blue herons. You know, maybe fishing was 
so bad because o f the herons, indiat are we going to do about the herons? Well, 
fiom my perspective on restoration and my vision of Silver Creek, 1 would rather 
the herons be there than the brown trout, say. So, 1 think restoration is very 
tricky. 1 think sometimes people confuse it with just making what they want it to 
be (Weekly Visitor 03).
And a TNC employee noted about restoration at Silver Creek:
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We need to reverse the problems we have caused with human disturbance and put 
things back historically. However, what is historical? And nature’s always 
changing...So, my definition and what I fiünk is important... is to just give a little 
helping hand and let it go its course (TNC 03).
All o f the respondents mentioned thinking some restoration work is important,
particularly in areas vâtcte human impacts have caused visible damage to the creek and
its tributaries. When questioned about the specific definition of restoration, most
respondents saw restoration as efforts to keep the stream healthy and increase its health
by reducing invasive weeds, sediment dredging, planting willows, creating meanders and
in-stream habitat inqaovements and not Agoing back to Ae way it was’. Based on my
observations in Ae area, some of Ae more popular restoration and enhancement
techniques used in Ae area include: sediment dredging and moving, creating meanders
and narrowing Ae stream channel, and combating invasive species. In addition, one o f
Ae more controversial issues is Ae increase in brown trout populations and the possAle
eradication of rainbow trout. I will discuss Aese issues in Ae following section.
Sediment dredging and creating meanders-
One project implemented by Ae Nature Conservancy m 2003 raised a lot of 
questions, boA within TNC and outside. This project was done on a trAutary o f Silver 
Creek called Stalker Creek. The strategy o f Ae project consisted of narrowing Ae 
existing stream channel using bio-logs (bio-degradable log like structures) to create 
meanders and narrow Ae stream channel. Then sediment firom Ae stream was dredged 
usmg a small dredger and the sediment was then placed bdiind the bio-logs for fill (see 
appendix Three). The new banks (bio-logs filled wiA sediment) were Aen planted wiA 
willows and native grasses, sedges, and rushes. The hope was that by narrowing the
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channel and creating meanders, pools and riffles would form to help carry sediment
th ro ii^  the system and simultaneously create and insect habitat. The project began
in the fall o f2003 and was not completed for a variety of reasons. In particular, a new
manager came in and did not agree that Ais project was the best for the stream.
Ironically, Ae project was modeled after similar work done in Ae area by Ae restoration
consultant quoted below. Unfortunately, TNC s project was not as successftil as some of
Ae projects appear, according to this consultant;
The project up there? [on Stalker creek, one o f Silver Creek’s tributaries] It 
ftdled. It wasn’t Ae beaver- it was their technique. T h ^  saw some of Aese other 
projects and Aought, *we need to get out ahead o f Aem’, * we’re Ae ones breaking 
new ground’. The fatal ftaw was Ae little dredge [TNC used]- a hobby dredge. 
And they ftmnd out if  there was any vegetation in the rivor it wouldn’t  work so 
Ae hundreds o f hours Aey spent cause miniscule results. I advised them to bite it 
off a  bit at a  time but A ^  had a big volunte^ wedc- spent a ton o f money.
There’s a way to do Aat [move sediment] wiA a real machine- but Aey 
floundered wiA that mini-dredge. V olunte^w eek Aey installed $10,000 worth 
o f biologs and now Aey are sunk, empty (Independent 01).
Many o f Ae projects done by Ae above independent restoration consultant have appeared
to be very successftil and people are very happy wiA Ae work he has done in the area:
[Long Term Rancher 01 on Indqiendent 01’s restoration work] he did Ae same 
thing as at Stalker but a lot faster. ..just went in Acre and Ad i t  It’s not much 
different in time but it looks beautiful...it’s really fabulous... He went in there 
wiA abackhoe and made a mess, ripped everything out, and just Ad it and you 
can’t even tell Acre’s been a piece o f machinery in Acre.
The success o f one project and Ae ftulure o f another in this instance, because they were
similar in many ways, is Afficult to understand. When I questioned Ae TNC person
responsible for the Stalker Creek project about v/bat he would have done differently had
he known Ae outcome, he said:
The most important thing to rehabilitation projects is having a clear idea o f what 
you want and setting iq> a really detailed monitoring plan before starting the 
project.. .and anoAer is being willing to not do anything.. .that’s a hard thing to
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do...and 1 think that's one thing at Silver Creek is people are in a position to make 
these things happen, whether private property or the Conservancy, and I think 
parties need to be okay with not doing anything. There is always this pressure to 
do something, pressure o f ‘you’ve got to do something’ and sometimes nature can 
take care of itself. Then, how do you figure out what you want? Well, I talk to as 
many experts as I can, I talk to anglers, ranchers, scientists, I think everybody’s 
perspective is valid...and basically taking all those perspectives and matching 
diem together and take what I think is best out o f each o f those and try to be as 
familiar with what is currently acceptable and what the scientific com m unity  is 
saying is acceptable and good... that’s how I form my management vision and 
project focus (TNC 01).
Projects such as the one on Stalker Creek have been at the forefixint o f restoration
issues in the Silver Creek area, mainly because o f increased siltation over the years, due
to agricultural practices and recreation. There is, as TNC 01 mentioned, there is heavy
pressure fiom donors and fishermen on TNC to do something about the siltation, largely
because the area is currently managed (largely including lands outside TNCs ownership)
predominandy as a fishery. One fishing guide who was extremely adamant about
dredging the large ponds found on the preserve said:
The dredging is more or less in the design phase right now, getting cooperation to 
do it and the money to do it.. just getting the momentum to do it...I  personally 
feel it will be done, FINALLY, after the symposium, after the fishery nearly 
crashing last year... I think they came into it [the symposium] not realizing how 
much public negativity there was towards them at the tim e...and they realized 
they better do something because this is a huge financial base for them and they 
do not want to lose that, so I think that is one reason why they are very sensitive 
toward this pond project [d re d ^ g ] and other restoration projects going on...and I 
think they are doing that [restoration projects] because they realize something 
really needs to be done or they are really going to lose their financial base and the 
fishery is going to crash.. .(Daily Guide 02).
Along with the debate over brown trout and whether or not they out-compete the rainbow
trout populations (which I will touch on later), siltation was the main issue for people as
far as physical problems in need o f attention at the creek. When I asked people where
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they would focus their attention if  they were the manager, the anglers mentioned the need
to combat Ae siltation problem. For instance, one fishing guide put it this way:
Siltation- that's the biggest problem 1 see. And it's  certainly been. I attribute a lot 
o f Ae oAer problems, numbers of fish, size of fish, change o f vegetation or I just 
think its all part o f one big equation but I do think the siltation is part o f the 
solution to the problem... and ahuge part o f Ae problem that its enjoyed, or not 
enjoyed, has been drought T h ^e 's no question—Ae d ri^  Ae land, the more 
siltation (Fish Guide 03).
And another fishing guide:
T h^e are a  lot o f people that have seen Aese changes going on, you know, we 
tried to raise red flags about it, a long time ago, especially Ae silt issue in Ae 
ponds. That was something I was trying to beat the drum on 15 years ago. . .it 
needs to be taken ou t It's  a  human jnoblem. It's a human caused problem. And it 
shouldn't be in Acre ...Now, I liken it to a  clogged artery. Its cholesterol in the 
creek and we have to give it liposuction (Daily Guide 02).
And anoAer guide spoke about flie negative changes he has seen over Ae past ten years:
More people. . .and a lot more silt, particularly at pointer rocks and places on the 
preserve. I used to be able to float a lot o f Ae stuff that you can't float anymore. 
The silt is probably the biggest change and also the size and number o f fish has 
declined. We had two years, 2002-2003 fliat were terrible. This year has been 
better (Daily Angler 03).
Silt was the main concern for anglers and was an important management issue for Ae
Nature Conservancy, largely because o f pressure fiom anglers to do something about it.
Creating Meanders and Narrowing the Channel
As I mentioned previously, recently one o f Ae more popular restoration 
techniques utilized in this area is Ae use o f biolog (See Appendix Four for photo) as or 
similar material to narrow Ae channel and create meanders. In Ae Silver Creek area, in 
particular, because Ae stream is relatively low grade and slow moving, and has been 
surrounded by agricultural practices for many years, Ae creek has been suffocated wiA
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sediment One goal of this channel narrowing is to flush some of the sediment
downstream, create pooling areas and riffle areas, as well as shallow and deep areas.
From my interviews it was apparent there was debate as to whether this is a le^tim ate
tactic. The two restoration consultants I spoke with believed this was the best and most
appropriate action, yielding the best and fastest results. As one o f them said:
Working with a lot o f landowners on tributaries that were essentially fishless— so 
we’ve come up with this program to build artificial banks and peninsulas, riffles 
and pools, and started that 5 years ago and we went in and did a survey and found 
one pair o f fish spawning and then we did V̂  mile work and then the next year we 
saw 50 pairs spawning the next year. That’s vAy [for trout streams] these people 
here pay the money they do to do it- because Aey want to end up wiA a trout 
stream.. at Ae same time, its helping Ae stream (Independent 01).
It is unknown Wmt the long term effects o f this type o f restoration will be because
monitoring is often absent fiom Ae projects. As one TNC manager noted about Ae
experimental fiishion o f restoration projects in Ae area:
It’s unreasonable to think Ae restoration project in Stalker as planned - which 
basically removed 2/3 o f Ae channel widA in Ae hopes sediment will move 
through— will be a long term successful if  you can’t  figure out what is going on 
wiA the sediment The other thing that lu^ipens is vrhen you narrow Ae channel 
that much, which is what people wanted, deep habitat, because little changes in 
elevation change what goes on in Ae marsh, you change Ae plant communities.
So vAile you’re deepening the channel and you’re trying to get sedges to grow, 
willows to grow, its not quite planned in concert very well . . .a lot o f mechanics 
that need to be defined...the surveyir^ has to be done so we understand the 
communities and Aey way Aey are working.. (TNC 02)
Specifically in areas i^Aere human impact has been reduced and the stream has been able 
to recover to a degree on its own (as at Ae preserve, and on many of Ae retired ranches) 
people questioned the dramatic nature o f this restoration technique. As one TNC 
manager noted about her concern about dramatic restoration actions:
Any time you take such a dramatic action in a stream that so modifies Ae channel, 
I question it, because this channel has basically been allowed to recover for thirty
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years and all o f the sudden someone is saying that they can do it better. I think we 
tend to do restoration projects in our image o f the river instead of what the river 
really is (TNC 02).
This reflects the question whether restoration work is being done for ecosystem 
health or for other puiposed, particularly economic purposes. One thing that has become 
prominent with the immigration o f wealthy landowners not predominantly concerned 
with ranching or farming for a living, is having and creating private fishing ponds and 
streams on their property, for themselves and their fiiends to enjoy. Many of these 
landowners go to great lengths, physically and financially, to create better trout streams 
and ponds on their property. A few o f the respondents joked with me about there being a 
conqxtition among the landowners to see who could have the best trout stream. As one 
woman who lived on Silver Creek for years and now lives outside the community but 
continues to visit noted about this:
...m y vision for conservation in general really has to do more with restraint and 
patience. Let's try to mess with it as little as possible and let it take its own 
course. One o f my biggest concerns for Silver Creek, or at least what puts it at 
risk now, is that everybody wants to make it their own little paradise. And that 
probably includes me- and so people build these ponds, or they dredge, because 
they want the fishing to be a certain way or as it comes th ro u ^  their property, 
they want it to look a certain way...vdrereas, I think in general the creek is pretty 
healthy, and could be even healthier if  we just let it do its own thing more. But 
that means everybody sort o f giving up a little bit..(WeeklyVisitor03)
These large scale charmel enhancing projects seemed to be much more acceptable
to most respondents when conducted on private land. There was an overriding sense that
what people do on their own property is very much their business, as long as they follow
the laws and regulations. When I asked one private consultant about this, and the
possibility o f people designing their own stream restoration projects and what that might
do to the habitat, he said:
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I haven’t  worried about it [people designing their own projects] because these 
permits are a pretty intense process. For every permit- there is a site visit- and 
anyone who has a concern is th a e  and if  you are doing something wrong, they 
[DEQ, Army Coips o f Engineers, IDWR, TNC, Fish and Game] are proWbly 
going to let you know. And in Blaine County you have to get a permit from the 
county. I don’t think there are a lot o f people who are going to go out and screw it 
up. 1 don’t think we should hinder people from doing things on their own 
(Independent 01).
While my respondents supported other people’s efforts at restoration and 
enhancement on private land, there was a  strong majority o f people vdio felt that the 
recreational impacts with increased visitors, both on the landscape and on the experience 
o f Silver Creek were unacceptable.
Impacts: Recreation
The first and possibly the most unacceptable source o f impact respondents found
at Silver Creek was recreation. They viewed this as an unacceptable impact because the
area is exceptional because o f its solitude and quiet One solution to reduce recreational
impacts is to introduce fishing limits. Many respondents struggled with the concept o f
recreation limits because o f the fieedom they enjoy in being able to go to the preserve
anytime and yet many people saw the necessity o f preserving the solitude and th o u ^ t
limits were one way to do that. As one angler pointed out:
When tiie trichos [an insect hatch] are going off, if  you don’t  get there at six in the 
morning and hold your spot you won’t be able to get in there...I’ve been down 
there with a guide trip and the hatches were going off and there was nowhere to 
get in the water . .tiwane should be a limit [on fishermen]. I don’t know how 
they’re going to do that without involving politics but it would be nice, I feel if  
there is a limit o f rods like someone would on their private property it would help 
(Daily Angler 03).
And another angler noted:
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Maybe there should be a limit but I think if you took all the guides off- you 
wouldn’t have to worry about it (Daily Angler 01).
Limits always raise a variety o f issues and conflicts. As one IN C  employee noted about
Silver Creek specifically:
That’s always a possibility^ [limits]. It would be a shame to that here because 
Acre are people who come here who do not have the economic ability to go other 
places. They have a wonderful opportunity to be here. Not everyone in Blaine 
County is wealthy and I would hate to lose that resource for them (TNC 02).
And one D ^artm ent o f Environmental Quality (D.E.Q.) employee vho has also fi^ed
Silver Creek for over twenty years said:
Ya—I have seen a change in Silver Creek over the last twenty years, there’s more 
people A at go Aere now than Acre ever has been. . .that’s W&y we have paths on 
boA sides o f S ilv^ Creek, its obviously a heavily used facility. Maybe Aere 
should be limits, but on a selfish level, I enjoy going Aere whenever I want (DEQ 
01).
This was a common internal conflict among respondents.
Impacts: Invasive S e c ie s
In addition to recreational impacts, many people from all interest groups included in Ae 
interviews saw a more urgent and threatening impact in invasive species. One long time 
rancher said:
Yes- we have noxious weeds- but we’re not doing enough We mow and spray 
but now we’re going to have to get a sprayer specifically for road sides and large 
areas.. .weeds are a perpetual problem.. its everybody’s problem (Long Term 
Rancher 01).
Invasive weeds are everybody’s problem in places where agricultural, recreation, and
conservation exist side by side. No respondents Aought differently and everybody
engaged in tactics similar to the rancher quoted above. Another long term rancher said:
Weed control- well, that’s a continuing battle, and people get tired o f A at But 
it’s a reality (Long Term Rancher 04).
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Besides invasive weeds. The New Zealand Mud Snail is a new invasive species 
that raised concern among respondents. Particularly, there is a feeling o f not knowing 
enough about it. The responses from people outside of TNC and outside o f the agencies 
varied greatly from the re^x>nses o f people within the agencies. Ranchers, farmers, and 
anglers tended to have very brief responses to my question about what they know of the 
NZMS and if  they are concerned about it. For instance, one long term rancher said 
briefly:
I heard about it [NZMS] before the symposium. They’ll be down to our place 
soon (Long Term Rancher 04)
And another long term rancher said:
No, hadn’t really heard about it [before the symposium] However, I don’t sense a 
great deal o f concern about it from the committee [GAG]. There doesn’t seem to 
be a great sense o f urgency (Long Term Rancher 01).
And a guide noted:
[All I know about NZMS is] they are sm all...I have been using the tubs [there are 
cleaning stations set up at a variety o f locations around the preserve], it’s a 
nuisance but I have. ..it does worry me. If  they say it eats the insects the way it 
does, o f course it worries me because that on o f the things that makes Silver 
Greek unique- the ûtct that we have a prolific insect population that is second to 
none (Weekly Guide 02).
An independent consultant put it this way:
Yes it [NZMS] worries me and I’m glad that kid [Student from University of 
Idaho] is out there studying it (Independent 01).
These short, one line responses give me the sense that there is no real urgency among
people about NZMS—possibly because they do not know what to do because of the lack
o f information and knowledge about the effects o f NZMS. From The Nature
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Conservancy and DEQ respondents I got much more detailed responses. These were
typical o f people more involved in creek management:
It is an aquatic invader, a relatively new invader in the west, and we think it is 2-3 
years old in Silver Creek and there is no real known way to control it. And you 
hear horror stories about there being 500,000 NZMS per square meter in some 
rivers. Basically that means they are active grazers and eat vegetation and out 
compete all the other insects by their sheer numbers... and when that happens 
your *good  ̂insects get out-competed by NZMSs sheer mass.. .The theory behind 
restoration is if  you give your native fauna enough habitat that they’ll be able to at 
least compete with the NZMS—this may have changed with new management 
• and new information- the idea was that if  you diversify the habitat component o f
the stream then you give your native insects a chance to compete (IN C  01).
A Dq>artment o f Environmental Quality employee put it this way:
NZMS is a  big issue— and it should be— because there are a lot o f indigenous 
species that come into water bodies and cause problems. It’s a competition 
between native species and the organism...I don’t have a strong background in 
NZMS but they can be aproblem. As far as people saying the hatches are 
smaller... no, we have bug data that may even be higher than twenty years ago. I 
don’t think I’ve seen a big change in the benthic communities at Silver Creek. 
From a scientific or fisherman standpoint (DEQ 01).
The initial panic that was felt when NZMS was first found at Silver Creek that I
witnessed fix>m the fishing population as well as TNC (in 2003), appeared to be subdued
however:
It seemed to me for a^^ule that some people at TNC (not the actual people at 
Silver Creek) wanted to use the NZMS as a rallying, basically as a fimdraising 
tool (laughing). Not that its not a serious ecological problem, but at first 1 felt like 
they were fanning the fire.. using it to sort o f sound the alarm to get people to 
throw money at TNC (Weekly Visitor 03).
And one TNC manager inquired:
[When asked what TNC is doing about NZMS] How could these snails really do 
any damage? Its just hard to imagine. I wish we knew more.. .How do you 
manage when you don’t  know? Wash stations are educational and at least tries to 
stop the spread. So far there is no good solution. People are creative.. .something 
will h£q>pen if  we can just stave off the explosion [referring to washing stations to 
reduce qnead o f NZMS] (TNC 02).
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While many invasive species are easily defined, such as NZMS, knapweed, and
similar invasive weeds, many others are under dabate. For instance, my respondents
comments reflect a volatile debate about the increase in brown trout at Silver Creek.
Brown trout adapt to warmer water and moderate conditions better than rainbow trout
and are also known to feed on young rainbow trout. Rainbow trout, on the other hand,
are more fun to catch, and anglers tend to prefer the wild, jumping rainbows, to the big
logs o f brown trout. This gets into the debate, however, of what is considered a native
and valuable species and is one o f the more explosive debates at Silver Creek. Although
both rainbow and brown trout were introduced- one of them, the rainbow, is more valued.
This is exemplified by one Department o f Environmental Quality employee:
Brown trout are a lot stronger, they can handle higher temperatures and more 
degradation so as and if the water quality is changing at Silver Creek, I suspect 
that you would see the brown trout really thrive. So then that often gets into what 
people want- do people want the ^native* population or do they want the 
recreational facility, I know from the recreational end and being in it for many 
years, people are happy to catch a fish, I think they look at that a lot more than 
whether its native or not, and we have to remember there really are few ‘native’ 
communities left...anywhere (DEQ 01).
Most anglers felt getting rid of the brown trout was not necessary;
I think they’re nuts [people who want to get rid o f the brown trout]. They’re there- 
leave them, deal with it. If  the fishery changes, the fishery changes (Daily Angler 
03).
And a guide said:
I don t  think that’s necessary [to get rid o f the browns]. I still don’t  think they are 
taking over. The number o f rainbow I’ve caught this year in 12-16” ranger, are a 
lo t...I’ve had more rainbows the last three trips than browns (Weekly Guide 02).
And another angler said:
It is a concern because rainbows are more fun to catch. They are more lively and 
acrobatic. It’s a different fight, browns are like logs, they will go deep and run. I
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prefer to catch rainbows. But why are there more browns than rainbows? I think 
it is just cyclical. They fluctuate (Weekly Angler 01).
On the other hand, there are a few people (yâK> tend to be Ae more vocal guides and
anglers) who feel very strongly about getting rid o f the brown trout. As one vocal and
active (in the community) guide said:
I really think if Fish and Game and TNC should go in there in the late fall and 
shock those browns over their reds and just destroy them .. .that would wipe them 
out, you could do it in two weeks, and it would put them back in balance pretty 
quick (Daily Guide 02).
But as most agency and organizational people said, the problem is not so easily solved as
the above guide thought In addition, the question still remains vbether it is a problem at
all. As one TNC manager said:
You can’t  now get rid o f them now... You could reduce the numbers by changing 
regulations and angler harvest is the most effective was to reduce numbers...but 
what you’d have to do to get rid of them would not work with the 
community.. .and I do not think it is really necessary (TNC 02).
And, paraphrasing from a conversation with an Idaho Department o f Fish and Game
manager:
I doubt you could get rid o f them now. We could try if  people really wanted us to 
but I’m not hearing that frrom any other than a few loud voices (Fish and Game- 
this is not a direct quote but taken from notes from a phone conversation.)
There are definitely trends in what people believe are the problems at the creek
based on perceptions, values, and attitudes. In addition, this is a close knit community
and people talk a lot about Silver Creek. Throughout the interviews, I saw common
themes arise fix>m people who ran in the same crowd, such as the fishing guides, or the
ranchers and farmers. The main issue brought up by the ranchers and farmers were the
larger scale issues of development and increased pressure on the landscs^ whereas the
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fishermen were more concerned about the physical details o f the creek such as increased 
sedimentation and an increase in Brown trout.
4.) Involvement and Information
The area around Silver Creek is unique in many ways, one o f them is the intense 
desire for involvement in decision making and policy of the local people. There are a 
variety o f ways in which TNC attempts to involve the public, ranging fiom the Silver 
Creek Symposium discussed earlier, nature walks, creating partnerships with landowners 
and other environmental organization, and recently forming the Citizen Advisory 
Committee (CAC) and the Technical Advisory Committee (TAC), to name a few. 
Simultaneously, the way in which local residents want to be involved differs greatly from 
one person to the next but the common theme is that all o f the respondents want to be 
involved (or at least informed) about management decisions, policy implementations, and 
similar. In this section, I will talk about people’s concern that there is a lack of 
information and information sharing between TNC and the public (as well as other 
agencies and the public) and then move into TNCs response to the publics concern by 
conducting the Silver Creek Symposium, formulating the CAC and TAC, and how this 
has increased participation, interest, and involvement, in Silver Creek management.
One issue that came up throughout the interviews was a lack o f information about 
the state o f Silver Creek. Many respondents mentioned having ideas about changes in the 
fishery and the landscape but felt a real absence o f any proof o f their observations. As 
one daily fishing guide noted:
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One reason the web site [a web site for information on Silver Creek] was put 
together- was because people would do these studies and then put them on the 
shelf. There is a wealth o f resources out there so I want to get all the studies in 
one place—Nobody has ever bothered to go back and look at one another's 
studies, they just khid o f do their own thing. . I know there's a lot o f information 
on the creek. I know it because I've asked... Fish and Game, TNC, 
BLM ...DEQ... they all have information. If we just put it all together, if it was 
available to the public, I think the grumbling would be less (Daily Guide 02).
And one Nature Conservancy employee said in frustration:
TNC has a  new push for having a larger presence in the scientific community  and 
I th ink if  they want that at the local level... 1 don't think they know how to go 
there right now. The best I can do, with the staff I have, is to get some 
Universities and some discreet contracts for things. ..And then it needs to be done 
yesterday. I'm  already getting calls from the landowners and we don't have the 
information. Yet, they are very interested in what we’re doing. They are very 
interested in the activities that they are applying to their landscapes whether or not 
it is going to affect temperature and they want to know right now. Because they 
know they don't know enough (TNC 02).
When asking water quality experts about their opinions, I found some of the same
firustration for a lack o f scientific data but a wealth o f information from their personal
observation. As one Department of Environmental Quality employee said:
I think we have to look at a number o f different factors at Silver Creek to see if  its 
in trouble... is it in trouble recreationally, biologically, there are all different 
avenues that we have to look a t For the last three years I've been hearing that 
there are no more big trout in Silver Creek and I HAVE to disagree with it 
because I know there are big trout there because I've SEEN them. Maybe the 
times have changed ^bere the angler timt could catch those big trout has 
changed. . .so maybe they are not catching them, but that doesn't mean that they 
are not there because they are. And I don't think biologically there has been all 
that much change...water quality may be changing a little from whatever it may 
be, development, ground water influence, and I think as Silver Creek gets more 
and more use o f course you're going to get more and more theories and opinions 
about it, and I think that's a big thing that we have to look at as the public as how 
maybe it is changing according to our opinions (DEQ 01).
As one Nature Conservancy employee noted:
Any time you have people who are invested in the place, they will have opinions 
and perceptions and perspectives about it. Those perspectives change over time
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and the further you get away fiom what it was in its gloiy day, the more 
opportunity there is in your mind to think that things are getting worse or things 
are getting better (TNC 01).
This was a common theme respondents mentioned information—how do we know is
i^ ia t we observe is really *true ? The lack o f long tenn monitoring has helped to create
this uncertainty. As one TNC manager vented about the lack of monitoring and data
collection siq>port:
The Hydrolab [piece o f monitoring equipment] is still in the shop. All the 
equipment is in bad sh^>e, everything is in horrible repair. Every tool needs 
sharpening... tools are broken...Silver Creek can generate money for special 
projects but Aey seem to be hesitant for maintenance money. And there is the 
question- Does the Conservancy have the responsibility to help people with the 
monitoring? Because now there is a myth that these things work [certain 
restoration projects]. And I do believe that is the Conservancy is going to take this 
role o f getting people together for a CAC, getting people to examine their values, 
and talking about presenting themselves as a cohesive scientific resource—they 
[TNC] need to act like a resource. They need to get h i^  end people in, have 
appropriate housing, lab space, and they need to work with each landowner on 
monitoring (TNC 02).
The Symposium
In a response to a  lack o f accessible scientific data and analysis, and pressure
from the public for more information, TNC held the Silver Creek Symposium as I
mentioned previously. Several o f the respondents attended and almost all who did attend
thought it was worthWiile. As one weekly visitor raved:
I thought the symposium was great To me, in my dream vision of ̂ ^&at TNC is, 
that is y/haX it is- bringing all these different parties to the table and finding how 
best to manage a wide area to promote the ecological integrity o f that area. To 
me- it was the landscape and the creek itself what we all had in common. Even 
though there were people ^k> were there for two weeks o f the year, or people 
who were there for generations, what we had in common was t ^  everybody 
cared about the place and firat we all impacted it, and maybe it impacted all of 
us ...So I think things like the symposium or the committees that bring all the 
people tpgedier and make everybody think about their relationship to the
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resources and then to each other through the resources to each other. (Weekly 
Visitor 03)
And one long term rancher said about it:
[There was a lot of| Great information, we learned a lot, and enjoyed listening to 
the speakers. Just because we have lived here for 30 years doesn’t mean we know 
anything. I mean, we know what we see, but we don’t know biology, and to be 
e^qwsed to greater knowledge 1 found very helpful and that’s the kind o f thing 
TNC is very good at (Long Term Rancher 01).
Some o f the respondents noted a  degree o f conflict at the symposium, however. One
guide observed:
I think they came into it not realizing how much public negativity there was 
towards them at the tim e... (Daily Guide 02)
And a frustrated rancher said:
It was good, it pointed out a lot o f shortcomings. There has been a lot o f money 
spent and a  lot o f frmcy studies done but nobody has any information—certainly 
the Conservancy doesn’t—the Conservancy has kind o f lost their way (Long 
Term Rancher 04).
The synqx)sium acted as an informati<mal and cooperative forum. Many people who may 
have had problems with TNC or the management o f Silver Creek, however, chose to not 
attend:
No, I did not go. I don’t  like dealing with them in any facility (Short Term 
Rancher 01).
Citizens Groups
Largely as a result o f the Silver Creek Symposium and an interest o f local people 
to be involved in the decision making and informational exchange around Silver Creek, 
the CAC and TAC were formed after the Silver Creek Syposium. These groups are made 
up o f ten to twelve community members each, the TAC being made up o f scientists and
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agency folks whose primary goals is to inform the CAC \^ c h  is made up o f landowners 
and interested citizens. The purpose o f die CAC, is to help inform TNC decision making 
at the Silver Creek preserve. The initial purpose o f the TAC was to: Provide credible 
scientific advice and recommendations, identify conflicts and suggest resolutions, 
identify roadblocks, support implementation o f action, assist program building in both 
private and public partnerships, and to ensure monitoring o f actions and projects. The 
initial purpose o f the CAC was to: provide leadership, develop long range and short range 
strategies for Silver Creek, to act as champions for the area and build partnerships, to 
promote a positive atmosphere, to help the staff stay on track, to clarify and facilitate 
tasks, and to be **wdiere the rubber meets the road**. All o f this information was provided 
to me fiom TNC*s ‘discussion draft* dated 6/01/04. The actual goals of the committees 
w æ  outlined by TNC and then approved (rubber stanqied) by the committees. For the 
CAC these are:
To honor and respect the individual experience and sense o f place that is 
unique to Silver Creek
To maintain the existing visual experience of Silver Creek 
To maintain and ensure consistent water flows in Silver Creek 
To protect and enhance the wild (self-sustaining) fishery o f Silver Creek 
To ensure healthy, weed-fiee stream banks containing a diversity o f 
plants, shrubs, and trees
To ensure the lands surrounding Silver Creek are maintained as rural 
working landscapes siq>porting compatible farming and ranching 
practices
To address broader public interest
And for the TAC the actual goals are:
(Short term Goal) To develop mitigation measures (skeletal plan) for 
2004 fishing season to address NZMS and other issues o f priority 
concern.
(Long term Goal) To develop a conceptual model describing the Silver 
Creek system and to design goals for restoration so they fit with a vision 
of a healthy fimctioning system.
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The committees were put together by then Nature Conservancy and caused some conflict
among people who wanted to be involved but were not invited:
Some o f the people on the committees are not people 1 would choose because they 
have no experience here- but they have a lot of money, so .. they got on the 
committee and I don t  think that^s the right way to prioritize it. From what I 
understand, there are no fishing outfitters on the committee or people Wro are 
heavily involved in fishing. There should be people v/bo have a stake in it on the 
committee (CAC) (Short Term Rancher 03).
And other people thought the committees were a great idea:
I really like the idea of the committees because it will ideally bring all the parties 
to the table, they can help make decision, and I think if  nothing else that helps to 
difihise- or q>read- the reqwnsibility so when people have questions, there isn’t 
just one entity, TNC, imposing its iron fist (Weekly Visitor 03).
And one D.E.Q. employee on the purpose o f the TAC:
Just trying to get a technical background and historical background, TNC is just 
getting evaybody together and getting information because the public wants 
information... [largely] because they get people coming up and telling them all 
the time the fishing is bad.. well, and money has a lot to do with it, too.. .(DEQ 
01)
And an angler on the purpose of the CAC:
[We are] mostly talking and trying to figure out what we can do. We took a tour 
o f the preserve, met a couple o f times with the TAC and now we are throwing 
recommendations at them and their throwing them at us. [We are] getting 
together and figuring out where we want to go, what direction we should take, 
what kind o f authority we have- which is none but we can make 
recommendations. There are ranchers and farmers involved in that vhich is good 
because you get all sides (Daily Angler 03).
Some people were unsure o f the organization, leadership, and purpose o f the committees:
Tm not entirely sure what we are supposed to do.. .it is difficult because o f the 
diverse group o f people with different agendas—the citizens didn’t  know how to 
answer the questions of: what is your goal for the area? What do you think of 
vhen you think o f as a wild trout fishery? I just don’t knowhow to answer that, 
and those were the questions they [TNC] were asking us. And, shouldn’t  the 
CAC and TAC be combined into one? I’m just not sure where the meetings are 
headed , the citizens are being patient but are not sure why the two groiq>s are
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separate. There is a lot o f joking about just doing another study’. The people 
seem to think die area has been well studied but the information is not be 
shared...(Long Term Rancher 01). (This was not a quote but taken from notes 
taken after die tape recorder was turned off.)
Even though people found working in these groups frustrating and confusing at times,
none o f the respondents were planning on discontinuing their work with the committees.
Several people told me turnover had occurred, however, particularly in the Citizens
Advisory Committee. Ultimately, I was not able to interview any o f the people ̂ o
discontinued their participation with the CAC.
Overall, the respondents I spoke with ^ o  were on one o f the two committees ( I
did not speak with all o f the committee members, nor were all o f the respondents on one
o f the committees) were somevhat unsure about the purpose, process, and organization
o f public involvement efforts but they all wanted to be informed about what was going on
at the creek. Several people had volunteered their time and efforts to TNC but several
people said they would not volunteer, mainly due to a lack o f time. As one guide noted:
I’m pretty involved, not as much as I used to be because I used to help with the 
benefit vdren I first moved here- and was always basically Silver Creeks Outfitters 
representative for that stuff, then 1 did a lot of work one year and got no 
recognition and that kind o f turned me off on that but have always been down 
there and willing to help (Weekly Guide 02).
Many landowners felt their contribution was through donating conservation easements.
As one long term rancher said:
Their job [TNC's] is to keep us from making any terrible mistakes. Just the fact 
that we signed the easement is now going to be the guide to this ranch...basically 
its going to stay the way it is ... we can continue to do the agriculture, it just can’t 
be built on, so I would expect them to enforce that in the future (Long Term 
Rancher 01).
People did feel their involvement in management contributed to the ovcraH good 
o f the creek, and that seemed to be the main motivation behind volunteering, setting up
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conservation easements, and maintaining the open spaces of Silver Creek. When I asked
one rancher W&y they chose to do restoration projects, donate a  conservation easement,
and volunteer their time, the said:
It looks nicer, we like it [planting along the creek], even though we don t fish. 1 
guess its an economic benefit in the long run... we have a  nicar place ...w e don t 
need to fium every inch., and this area has been relatively undianged for many 
years. Hopefully it will he this way for our children (Long Term Rancher 01). 
(This was taken fiom notes after the tape recorder was turned off.)
The factors identified in Chapter Two as contributing to the acceptability of
restoration did not end up being as cut and dried as 1 had expected. Respondent’s
attitudes toward TNC and management, values regarding restoration, and the direction
diey thought management should take at Silver Creek varied greatly among user groups
and demographics. The common theme among all the themes, however, was that people
cared about the landsc(q)e and wanted the management actions to be well justified and
open. The following quotes illustrate the deep attachment and concern people have for
Silver Creek and that it is a special place, unique in its landsc£q)e and people that should
be taken care o f to the extent that it does not change too much. Silver Creek and their
desire for the same place to be available, unchanged on the surfiice, for fiieir children. As
one TNC employee said:
When 1 went back down there- this flood o f emotions came about- you know, 
going over that hill .. .Tve gone ovar that hill a  thousand times. . .and its always the 
sam e...its just weird the way that is... that’s one thing about Silver Creek, it just 
doesn’t change all that much (TNC 01).
And a rancher mentioned:
...fiom  here to beyond Picabo is pretty much unchanged and its going to stay fiiat 
way, pretty much thanks to them [TNC]. What do you want to see in the future? I 
want to see THIS in the future...(Long Term Rancher 01).
And an angler said:
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.. r d  like to be [at Silver Creek] for the rest o f my life. I’m very protective o f that 
place. I love it. Its that simple. Its been a very, very good thing for me (Daily 
Angler 01).
And a TNC volunteer:
...I  wanted to do some kind o f volunteering and I wanted to do something I was 
passionate about...! love the drive down th æ , I love being down there, I love 
talking to die people, I love walking the trails...! love being on the bridge and 
looking at the fish and I love being on the deck of the visitor center and watching 
the birds (Volunteer 02).
And a weekly visitor summarizes nicely:
...it’s the landscape that connects us. That’s v^iat people talk about I mean, 
people use it in different ways, but that’s indiat makes people feel connected—or 
at least that’s how ! feel connected to people. . .and ! miss the fall and winter when 
I felt like 1 was the only one there. I miss hearing die sandhill cranes in the 
morning. Its amazing how quickly I miss it (Weekly Visitor 03).
Permeating throughout all o f the themes was the commonality that all people felt
a strong attachment to the area and would like to see it remain more or less the same for
future generations.
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Chapter Five: Conclusions and Implications
Overview of Themes
Although 1 was seeking to answer the questions: “Are restoration practices 
socially acceptable to flie locaL active users at Silver Creek and do the restoration 
practices more accurately reflect the goals and values of the locals or the goals and values 
o f tiie management or^anizatioDs?”. these may not be the most relevant questions to be 
asking.
The problems with the original research questions are that restoration' is clearly 
not the right word to use and the organizations of authority do not have clear goals for the 
area. In the following paragraphs I will go reiterate the key findings, talk about my 
recommendations for TNC, and then present some recommendations for further research.
Results and Key Findings
The results o f this research project were wide ranging and diverse. This can be 
attributed partially to the fact that I was looking at a  wicked' nature resource issue. And 
with ‘wicked' problems, “solutions are generally good or bad rather than true or false; 
their validity cannot be tested objectively" and, “there is no single correct formulation for 
a wicked problem, only more or less useful ones” (Allen and Gould 1986: 22). This was 
very true regarding solutions for management issues at Silver Creek.
The Community, Landscape Management, and the Nature Conservancy
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Respondents, in general, support the Nature Conservancy s efforts at Silver 
Credc, particularly because Aey have helped to m aintain the large open space. It is when 
it comes to details of TNCs efiTorts, such as fencing stretches o f the creek and invasive 
species control that the support dwindles because people feel there is not enough on- the- 
ground support, largely because TNC has become more and more bureaucratic th ro u ^  
the years. In addition, people always question projects and intuitions motivated by 
money—viiat are the goals of the woric and are they beneficial to all, or just the anglers? 
Is TNC really managing for biodiversity or are they managing for the fishery? Is 
m a n a ^ g  for a fishery the same thing as managing for economic purposes? The attitudes 
and hopes o f people towards and for management reflect their desires for vdiat diould 
happen in the area and how the creek should be managed. Addressing the management 
o f the area thought up conflict, both internally and among respondents. This is also a 
reflection of how people view the manager’s responsibility toward people and the 
manager’s relationship toward nature.
Many issues arose as I discussed restoration and management with the people of 
Silver Creek. Issues ranged fixim the large scale issue o f development to the smaller, 
more specific issue o f brown trout versus rainbow trout Many of the issues people 
agreed on and many o f tiie issues brought about distinct and opposing views from 
different user groups. As the focus of this study, restoration definitions and the 
importance o f restoring stretches o f creek differed greatly among people. Most people 
felt that small scale restoration, such as planting riparian plantings, were beneficial to the 
entire system. Questions arose when larger scale efforts arose, such as dredging and 
eradication of brown trou t Overall, it was agreed that restoration at Silver Creek was not
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the main goal, but that enhancement was a better suited word. None of the issues— 
restoration, management, developmoit, and information— occurred independently and all 
o f them took place in an atmosphere severely molded by the character of The Nature 
Conservancy. Because o f tiiis universal connection o f the respondents between TNC and 
Silver Creek, much of this discussion will focus on TNC and their hmction. All o f the 
areas o f conflict involved TNC: the actual goal o f tire restoration work, and an overall 
feeling o f unrest with The Nature Conservancy, a lack of worthwhile community 
involvement and a lack o f infonnation available to the public, and so on.
Implications
Restoration
The answer to the question o f A eth er restoration goals reflect the goals o f the 
stakeholders of those o f the organization depends largely on the intent of restoration. I 
did not find restoration itse lf\o \ie  the issue needing acceptability but the reason for the 
restoration. Are we just making better trout habitat for weekend trout seekers or are we 
really concerned with the integrity o f the entire system? This seems to be tire more 
important question.
Specifically regarding restoration as it was defined at the beginning o f this paper, 
my findings implied there is strong acceptability o f restoration work around Silver Creek. 
The interviewees fiom the area supported restoration because they understood restoration 
as a way o f maintaining and enhancing the health o f Silver Creek. For the most part, I 
found that people around Silver Creek support restoration work for several reasons 
r a n ^ g  from making the landscape 'look better* to aiding and creating a healthier habitat.
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particularly for rainbow trout. The main restricting factor for restoration in this area is 
scale. Many people around Silver Creek reported not wantmg to see large scale changes 
in the landscape, so any significant land moving or stream re-directing was questioned, 
particularly at Silver Credc which people view as relatively healthy.
‘Restoration* used in the Silver Creek context may not be the correct term. Most 
people thought o f restoration itself, ‘returning a system to the way it was before humans* 
was not an appropriate goal for Silver Creek. The terms ‘rehabilitation* and 
‘enhancement* were more widely used and accepted. One o f the great implications in my 
perspective was that people really wanted to learn more, understand more, and be more 
informed about the long term affects o f restoration techniques. In addition, people 
described a strong desire to know what was going on in the area. This combination o f 
interest and understanding implies, to me, a genuine interest in maintaining the existing 
integrity o f the landscape and the creek.
Challenges fo r  The Nature Conservancy
My interviewees supported the overall effort o f the Nature Conservancy at Silver 
Creek largely because the saw TNC as the main contributor in maintaining the open 
space and the integrity o f the landscape at Silver Creek. However, there was a lot o f 
animosity when people spoke o f TNC on the larger scale—the way it has grown and foe 
direction it is taking today. In addition, many people, including TNC employees, felt 
their relationship to the organization deteriorating, largely because a lack of 
communication and a lack of on foe ground action. For foe most part, people felt foe
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relationship was not irretrievable but that TNC must do something to mend the 
relationship with people in the community  and on the ground.
One o f the more prominent challenges TNC faces is the relationship with people 
on the ground. The Nature Conservancy is an international organization with an annual 
income of $100,500,000 (www.nature.org). It is structured like a business and in the last 
several years it has started to take on the characteristics o f an agency, managing in a top- 
down fashion. This is one issue that continually arose at Silver Creek. People felt a 
separation fiom fire powerful, decision-making people within TNC and reminisced about 
the days when TNC operated on more of a grassroots scale—with the people, on the 
ground. With the increase in community based conservation efforts, TNCs historic 
community based conservation (as with Silver Creek) and TNC’s recent pledge to work 
more with people fiom die bottom iq>, the question will be one o f how well they deal with 
scale. How does an organization work fiom the top down and simultaneously from the 
bottom iq>? How well will they deal with small scale, local vision within tiie larger 
landscape vision? These are questions for TNC and based on their performance, 
willingness to adjust, willingness to listen to a variety o f culture with different world 
views, and how they fit that with their commitment to biodiversity.
Secondly, witii the Itistoric mandate o f preservation and a  mission statement of 
biodiversity conservation supported largely by donor dollars, what does TNC do when 
^ced  with a management decision that is not entirely about biodiversity but that the 
donors are pressuring for—such as ‘restoring’ stretches of creek with bio-logs for better 
trout habitat? TNC has attempted to incoiporate stakeholders values and goals into their
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projects but when do individual values become more important than its mission statement 
... or do they?
Along the same lines, a goal o f TNC is to create partnerships, and in the past 
several years, they have been very successful at increasing community involvemait and 
creating cooperative action among various stakeholders. Often, however, the most 
inqx)rtant stakeholders in TNCs conservation planning and decision making are large 
land owners, donors, and businesses. In the U.S., this typically means wealthy, suburban, 
white people. Who are the people TNC chooses to be in their advisory groups, Wiose 
opinions and values are they reflecting and why? Are they inviting the community to 
participate or only certain people in the com m unity?
Collaboration
Stakehold^ collaboration and citizen involvement has been attempted by TNC 
tfarou^ the Silver Creek Symposium, the CAC, and the TAC. I believe TNC needs to re­
evaluate its collaborative jHocess, however. Coming in with pie-formed goals and having 
the citizen’s rubber stamp their approval for them does not constitute collaboration. An 
open process o f goal fonsàsïgjrom the begirming of the process is necessary for 
successhil citizen involvement. Successful collaboration is a time consuming strategy 
that requires a lot o f efifort, organization, and leadership. It can have benefits for both die 
community and the land management organizations but it is not something to jump into 
without any thought. It appeared to me to be something, in this case, TNC jumped into 
without any real thought or direction. If a group can establish a collaborative culture that 
involves engaging in each ofiier as potential allies, having dialog about the issues, sharing
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power and ownership in the issues, and engaging in mutual understanding and learning, 
they are more likely to come to an understanding and outcome that all can support 
(Crislip 2002). This is possible at Silver Creek where all people have a commonality in 
the landscape, people are willing to have dialog and spend time on issues, and people are 
interested and open to learning. The opportunity for meaningful interaction and 
collaboration has not been hilly realized.
Further Research
Reflections o f the above paragr^hs indicate that there are many subjects that 
deserve further attention. The first one I recommend for further research is looking into 
organizations, such as the Nature Conservancy, to see how diey really deal with Ais issue 
of scale. Woiking from Ae top down and simultaneously from Ae bottom up seems to 
cause a lot o f conflict within Ae organization as well as a lot o f confusion among people 
working wi A  Ae organization. Is Aere a better organizational system that allows for 
community based conservation within the context o f an overall mission, or is community 
based conservation so site specific Aat it cannot work within organizations wiA larger 
international character and structure?
The second issue is Ae term ‘restoration’. In this study, Ae majority of people 
thouÿit restoration was a worAwhile and meaningful way to protect and care for Ae 
landsc^)e for future generations. The description o f what Aey explained, correlates wiA 
Ae definition o f restoration I referred to in the first cluster o f this p^>er, “Ae re­
establishment o f processes, functions, and related biological, chemical, and physical 
linkages between aquatic and associated riparian ecosystems; it is Ae repairing of
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damages caused by human activity,” but does not correlate with the idea o f restoring 
areas to a preÆ sturbance , ^pre-human settlement* state everyone referred to when 
defining restoration for me(Kauf&nan 1997:12). What does restoration really mean to 
stakeholders and how we do we define success o f these projects and why? In addition, 
can stakeholders views be successfully incorporated into restoration projects?
The third topic I believe needs further study, although there have been many 
studies on this subject and is something that arises in every case study is— who is really 
being listened to? Are certain populations o f the community being adequately regarded? 
Are all populations included in public decision making processes? Or, do organizations 
feel the only valid opinions and goals are those o f people with land, money and power?
Another area that needs further attention is the fishing limits debate. While 
almost all respondents saw a need for fishing and recreation limits on Silver Creek, there 
was a tension in their answers. The tension between knowing that fishing limits are 
necessary and simultaneously not wanting fishing limits because o f the reduction of 
personal fi^eedoms they enjoyed on the creek. How will this tension be resolved? If 
people support fishing limits on one level and then disagree with them on a personal 
level, how will the public respond if  fishing limits become a reality at Silver Creek? Will 
stakeholders support this decision if  it limits their personal enjoyment o f Silver Creek? If 
not, how do managers deal with that? Acknowledging these internal contradictions will 
be a key in developing a limit o f use strategy that is acceptable to the public.
In addition to the many social and political issues I identified as requiring further 
research, there are many biological and physical studies which should be considered at 
Silver Creek as well. Many of the debates, such as the debate over eradicating the brown
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trout, are unclear because of a lack o f documentation from the experts about trout 
populations and their impact on one another. In addition to the trout question, the 
sediment dredging question brought up emotional and dramatic responses from some 
respondCTts. There is a lack o f real understanding, however, about vdiere the sedimait 
comes from and how quickly, and what would happen to the entire system if we were to 
plan a large scale dredging effort
Hand in hand with this lack of consistent biological and ecosystem information is 
the need for further monitoring. While the questions managers and stakeholders seek to 
answer are not always the questions scientists seek to answer, having the knowledge and 
the information makes for more informed and stronger decisions in the long run.
The Nature Conservancy has a big job at Silver Creek and places throughout the 
world. The acceptability o f restoration, management, development, and other similar 
issues is not easily measured and outlined. The most important thing TNC and other 
organizations can do at the beginning is to try and understand the various constituencies 
involved, their values, and attitudes. Every project and place is going to be different and 
while we can generalize about many aspects o f the process and the possible outcomes, it 
is important not to generalize to the extent that we forget to ask the individuals. For the 
area around Silver Creek, I found the peoples actions to be consistent with their values so 
it is important to understand the peoples values in order to understand how they will act 
and react. This is not specific to restoration, but includes land use issues across the 
board.
As I mentioned previously, social forces form our perceptions about the world 
and these will to some extent determine how we define problems and how we develop
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solutions. As Diamond (2005) notes, “Application o f these different values and goals 
...result in different iq[>proacbes to environmental probl^ns, piesumably with different 
probabilities o f succeeding or failing at solving them” (p. 74). And as I saw in the Silver 
Creek area, the values and goals o f the people as well as the agencies were different or 
absent, some wanted less or no more development, some wanted more or less focus on 
&e fishery, some wanted more or less fiom TNC, some did not know ̂ la t  they 
wanted.. and so on.
As I have mentioned several times previously. Silver Creek is a unique landsc^)e 
inhabited by a  unique group of people. Even with the diverse people, the variety of 
governing agencies and organizations, the diverse land uses, diverse values and attitudes, 
conflict among the people is relatively small and insignificant Maybe it is because we 
all feel an attachment to the place that somehow seems more important than the specifics 
o f management The following quote fiom Kemmis (1990) captures this phenomenon:
Places have a way o f claiming people. When they claim very diverse kinds of 
people, then those people must eventually learn to live with each other; they must 
learn to inhabit their place together, W tidi they can only do through the 
development of certain practices which both rely upon and nurture the old- 
fednoned civic virtues o f trust, honesty, justice, toleration, cooperation, hope, and 
remembrance (p.l 19).
The common thread among people around Silver Creek is Silver Creek itself and the
challenge in the future will be to nurture the community in a way that strengthens that
sense o f responsibility to the landscape. I believe The Nature Conservancy is in a
position where strong leadership on their part could make this a better place, create
stronger support for their management, and preserve Silver Creek for future generations
to enjoy.
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' Ecosystem Managanmt- An ecological approach to natural resource management to assure productive, 
healthy ecosystems by blending social, economic, physical, and biological needs and values 
(www.fs.fed.us).
" Community Based Consolation- Bottom (grassroots) activism that brings togedier individuals and 
organizations together to work towards achieving desired environmental goals (www.doc.govt Jiz)
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Appendix Three 
Topic Protocol and Discussion Outline
Introduction: (5 Minutes) Several minutes at the beginning o f the interview will be used 
to build a warm and comfortable rapport Discussion about the summer weather, articles 
around their house or at the visitor center ( if that’s where the interview is), and basic 
background about myself will be included as needed.
The Study: (5 Minutes) *̂ The purpose o f this study is to better understand the 
relationdkip o f people in tins area to each o th ^  and their relationdtip to Silver Crcék. I 
am trying to understand the goals local people have for the future o f Silver Creek, what 
people value, and how well the agencies and organization (BLM, Fish&Wildlife, TNC) 
reflect the values o f the com m unity  in their management practices. In particular, I am 
interested in restoration activities around the creek, how you feel about them, and what 
practices are accqxtable or unaccqttable. In addition, if  you have ideas on how you 
would like to see the area restored or changes, I would be interested in hearing your 
ideas. The m ain reason for gathering this information is to try and understand people’s 
relationship to areas like Silver Creek and then develop recmnmoidations for the 
management organizations on how to betta^ incorporate local values into their 
management (particularly restoration) practices.
This interview protocol, is atiam ew oikto ensure that I cover all the subjects I 
need for my study. We are not limited to tiiese questions, however, and if  you feel tiiere 
are things you would like to discuss, feel free to let me know. In addition, if  you have 
any questions for me throughout this process, feel free to ask.
This interview win be recorded, with your permission, so that I can concentrate 
on the interview instead o f taking detailed notes. Only the researcher and her faculty 
supervisors will have access to the files. Your idratity will be k^ jt confidential. If the 
results o f this study are written in a scientific journal or presented at a scientific meeting, 
your name will not be used. The audiotzq^e ^11 be transcribed without any information 
that could identify you. The information I gather will be conq>letely confidential and used 
only in this study and write-iq». 1 will be the only person listening to the t^>e and 1 will 
give eadi interviewee a fictitious name to protect his/her confidentiality.
Introduction (Questions:
First, I need to ask you a  few background questions so I can better understand vhere you 
are coming from:
1. How long have you lived in this area and what brought you here?
a. Have you always lived in tins house?
b. Do you own any land adjacent to Silver Creek?
c. If so, what do you do with that land?
d. How long have you owned it?
e. What do you do for a  living?
f. What do you think o f as the community o f Silver Creek?
g. What do you consider your community?
h. Do you have much interaction with the people in your community?
L To what degree do you feel at home here?
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j. Would you ever want to move to another community?
k. How interested are in knowing what goes on around Silver Creek?
L How do you see Ae community changing  around Silver Creek?
Do you q)end much time around Silver Creek?
a. If so, doing what?
i. Fishing, working, recreating?
b. Where around Silver Creek do you spend your time?
i. Spedfic locations would be helpfiil.
j. Do you have a story o f a recent trip you could tell me about? 
k. What did you do during your last visit to Silver Creek?
L Where are your favorite places?
c. Have you seen many dianges in and around the creek?
d. If so, what, and what do you think of the changes?
3. Did you attend the Silver Creek Symposium put on by TNC in November 
2003? What did you think?
a. If  so, how do you feel about the pres^ce o f the New Zealand Mud 
Snail at Silver Creek?
b. If  not, have you heard o f the New Zealand Mud Snail?
(yes) What Mve you heard?
(no) Explain briefly.
c. What comes to mind when 1 mention invasive species?
d. Have you noticed any positive or negative effects resulting fiom 
invasive species?
e. Are you familiar with methods to control invasive species? If so, what 
types of methods?
£ What do you think o f the brown trout vs. rainbow trout debate? 
g What do you think o f the sediment dredging debate?
Study Questions: What are the attitudes towards restoration? What values are 
reflected in the restoration work at Silver Creek?
4. Are you familiar with the restoration wori^ being done, or historically has been 
done, around Silver Creek, or on sim ilar streams?
a. What types o f restoration activities have you had experience with, 
either first hand or just observation?
b. What did you think o f these projects?
c. What is your definition o f restoration?
(L Do you think th æ  are areas around S ilv^  Creek kt need o f 
restoration?
1. If so, where?
2. If  so, who do you think is responsible for the degradation?
3. Who do you think is responsible for restoration?
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4. Do you think true restoration is possible, specifically at 
Silver Creek?
Study Questmoms: What are the relationships between residents» fishing guides» and 
managing agencies at Sliver Creek?:
5. Do you have contact with any o f the local agencies (TNC, BLM, Fish & 
Wildlife etc.)
a. If  so, vdiat kind o f relationships do you have with the people in these 
organizations?
b. Do you have any contact with (ranchers, fermers, fishing guides, 
volunteers) and if so, what sorts of relationships do you have with 
them?
c. Have you had any conflict witir other users?
d. As a  community member, what management issues are most important 
to you at Silver Creek?
e. Is it mqxwtant for you to be involved?
£. Is it inqxHtant for you to be informed?
g. What do you expect o f the management o f Silver Credc?
h. What do you think it should be managed for?
i. How well do tiiey (the ag^icies/organizations) and the community 
work together?
j. Do you think they are doing a good job? How and why or not?
k. Have you been involved in any restoration projects around the creek?
1. If  the ogqwrtunity arises in the fiiture, will you contribute? Why or 
why not?
6. Do you have anything you want to talk about that 1 did not cover?
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